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Town Meeting Warrant
Cnmmonujpaltl? of Mnemt^mtttB
Essex, ss. To either of the Constables of the Town of Middleton in the County of Essex: GREETINGS:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby directed to notify and warn the inhabitants of
said Town, qualified to vote in elections and in Town affairs, to meet at the Howe-Manning School Auditorium in said
Middleton on Tuesday the Ninth day of Mirch next, at eight o'clock in the afternoon, then and there to act on the follow-
ing articles:
ARTICLE 1. To hear and act on Committee Reports.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to
borrow from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year beginning January 1, 1965, and to
issue a note or notes therefor payable within one year, and to renew such note or notes as may be given for a period
of less than one year, in accordance with Chapter 44, Section 17 of the General Laws.
ARTICLE 3. To fix the compensations of elected officers, provide for a Reserve Fund, and to determine what sums of
money the Town will raise and appropriate, including appropriations from available funds to defray charges and
expenses of the Town, including debt and interest, for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 4. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to transfer the sum of $10,000. from
the Surplus Revenue Account to the Stabilization Fund.
ARTICLE 5. On petition of the Electric Light Department to see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of $12,000. from
the earnings of the Electric Light Department, said sum to be used for the reduction of taxes.
ARTICLE 6. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $300.00 to
repair storm damage at Memorial Hall, said sum to be taken from Surplus Revenue.
ARTICLE 7. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to amend the By-laws of the Town of
Middleton by striking out the word "five" in the first sentence of Part One, Section III, Paragraph (1) and inserting
the word "seven" so that the sentence will read : "The Finance Committee shall be composed of seven members appoint-
ed by the Moderator from among the voters of the Town for terms of three years."
ARTICLE 8. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
appoint a committee to study the feasibility of a Municipal Office Building, said committee to be composed of one
member each of the Board of Selectmen, Electric Light Commission, Police Station Study Committee appointed under
Article 13 of the Town Meeting of March 10, 1964, and one citizen-aWarge; said committee to report their findings
and i-ecommendations to the Town not later than the Annual Town Meeting of March 1966.
ARTICLE 9. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see If the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $5,726.40 to
reconstruct 1,000 feet of Lake Street, said sum to be reimbursed by the State under Chapter 822, Acts of 1963.
ARTICLE 10. On petition of the Fire Chief, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.
which, together with the trade-in value of the present Engine 3, will be used to purchase and equip a new Class "A"
pumper equipped with a 1000 gallon booster tank, and to have a committee appointed by the Moderator to consist of
five members; one from the Board of Selectmen, one from the Finance Committee, the Fire Chief, and two other
members of the Fire Department to purchase and equip the above-described apparatus. It is recommended that the
above appropriation be raised by bonding $4,000, per year for five years.
ARTICLE 11. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to adopt Section IIB of Chapter 32B of
the General Laws. This article will extend contributory group hospital, surgical and medical insurance to elderly per-
sons retired from the service of the Town and to their dependents with fifty per cent of the premium cost, a portion
of the administrative expense and the payment of a surcharge or subsidiary rate to be paid by the Town.
ARTICLE 12. On petition of the Chief of Police to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,200.00 to pay the salary of one new police officer for the Police Department; said man to be appointed on or
before the first week in April, 1965.
ARTICLE 13. On petition of the Chief of Police, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,750.00 which, together with the exchange value of the present 1963 Dodge Police Cruiser, is to be expended for
the purchase of a New Police Ci-uiser for the use of the Police Department, to be purchased by the Board of
Selectmen as provided in the By-laws, agreeable to the petition of the Chief of Police.
ARTICLE 14. On petition of the Highway Surveyor to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,450.00 to repair and paint 9,185 feet of Guard Rail in the Town.
ARTICLE 15. On petition of Ebbe B. Wennerberg and others to see if the Town will vote to appropriate $200.00 for
two street lights; one for the corner of Oak Ave. and Grove Ave., and one for the corner of Oak Ave. and Birch Ave.;
said sum to be taken from the earnings of the Electric Light Dept.
ARTICLE 16. On petition of the Masconomet Regional School Committee to see if the Town will accept an amendment
to the Masconomet Regional School District agreement initiated by the district committee on December 14, 1964, pro-
viding for three elected members of the committee from each town rather than two elected and one appointed member
ARTICLE 17. On petition of the Water Board and the Water Survey Committee to see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of One Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,200,000.) for the purpose of establishing
a water supply system, and that the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, be authorized to borrow the sum
of One Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars and to issue bonds or notes to the Town therefor, payable in not more
than thirty years in accordance with Chapter 44 of the General Laws, said sum to be expended under the direction
of the Board of Water Commissioners, or take any other action relating thereto.
To transact any other business that may lawfully come before this meeting.
You are hereby ordered to notify and warn said qualified voters to meet at the Fuller Meadow School on Monday,
March 15 next for the following purposes, viz: To choose by ballot the following Town Officers for the ensuing year:
Moderator, Town Clerk, One Selectman for Three Years, One Member of the Board of Public Welfare for Three Years,
One Member of the Board of Assessors for Three Years, Treasurer for Three Years, Tax Collector, Highway Surveyor,
Constable for Three Years, One Member of the School Committee for Three Years, One Electric Light Commissioner for
Three Years, One Cemetery Commissioner for Three Years, Tree Warden, One Member of the Planning Board for Five
Yeans, Two Ti-ustees of the Flint Public Library for Three Years, One Water and Sewer Commissioner for Three Years,
One Member of the Regional School Committee for Thi'ee Years, Four Members of the Middleton Housing Authority.
The Polls will be open at 7:00 A.M. and shall be closed at 7:00 P.M.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting up attested copies thereof at Memorial Hall, Post Office and
store at Howe's Station in said Town, seK'en days at least before the time of holding said meeting.
HEREOF FAIL NOT, and make due retui-n of this Wan-ant, with your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk at the
time and place of meeting, as aforesaid.
Given under our hands this Ninth day of February in the year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Sixty-five.
A true copy. Attest:
JAMES W. WENTWORTH, Constable GEORGE M. FARLEY, Chaii-man
ROBERT G. GOWEN, Clerk
FRANK T. LeCOLST
Selectmen of Middleton
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ELMER 0. CAMPBELL
1897 - 1964
Member of Fire Department 1913-1962
Sealer of Weights and Measures 1921-1930
Town Accountant 1930-1964
Selectman 1921-1922
Memorial Day Committee 1925-1964
TOWN OFFICERS 3
Town Officers (Elected) 1964
Moderator
Richard J. White
Town Clerk
William T. Martin, Jr.
Selectmen and Board of Health
George M. Farley, Chairman (1965)
Robert G. Gowen, Clerk (1966) Frank T. LoColst (19G7)
Board of Public Welfare
Leslie E. Memfield, Chairman (1965)
Roger M. Peabody (1966) Leyland A. Phillips (1967)
Board of Assessors
Paul B. Wake, Chairman (1966)
Wilbur A. Witham (1965) Ernest F. LeBeau (1967)
Treasurer
Edward H. Leary (1965)
Tax Collector
Harold E. Tyler
Highway Surveyor
Allan G. Marshall
Constable
James W. Wentworth (1965)
School Committee
David V. Harding, Chairman (1966)
Page G. Campbell (1966) Robert E. Fomey (1967)
Francis X. Masse (1967) Edward H. Jones (1965)
4 TOWN OFFICERS
Electric Light Commissioners
John Muzichuk (1966)
Richard O. Ajootian (1965) Frank E. Dow (1967)
Cemetery Commissioners
Michael Lavorgna, Chairman (1967)
Edward J. Richardson (1966) Jeffrey W. Savoie (1965)
Tree Warden
James Donovan
Planning Board
John A. Goodwin, Chairman (1968)
Frank A. Connor, Jr. (1965) Raymond J. Dansereau (1967)
Henry N. Sawyer (1966) Eugene J. LeBlanc (1969)
Trustees of Flint Public Librairy
Paul B. Wake, Chairman (1965)
William J. Hocter (1967) John W. Mendalka (1966)
Masconomet Regional School Committee
Richard Cressey (1966)
Richard E. Quinn (1965) *Page G. Campbell (1965)
* Appointed by Local School Committee
Town Officers (Appointed) 1964
Registrars of Voters
Lloyd H. Getchell, Chaiiman (1966)
Arthur F. Bastable (1967) John M. Cryan (1965)
William T. Martin, Jr., Clerk (Ex-Officio)
Zoning Appeal Board
Walter E. Clinton, Chairman (1966)
Nathan A. Hayward, Jr. (1968) Donald A. Aylward (1965)
Thomas D. Black (1966) Thomas F. Dolan (1967)
R. Lionel BaiTOws (Alternate) 1965
Ebbe Wennerberg (Alternate) 1965
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Finance Committee
John R. Wallen, Chairman (1966)
Robert E. Kelley (1967) Richard J. Fitzpatrick (1965)
John T. Dowling (1966) Richard M. Murphy (1967)
Chief of Police
James W. Wentworth
Sealer of Weights and Measures
John W. Mendalka
Inspector of Animals
Lloyd H. Getchell
Inspector of Slaughtering
Lloyd H. Getchell
Town Accountant
Bartholomew J. Whelan
Forest Fire Warden
Harold F. Purdy
Chief of Fire Department
Harold F. Purdy
Superintendent of Cemeteries
Edward J. Richardson
Moth Superintendent
James Donovan
Custodian of Town Hall
Robert P. Fuller
Electric Light Manager
J. Lansing English
Town Counsel
Clarence M. Wood, Jr.
Welfare Agent
Phyllis R. Brown
Building Inspector
Roger M. Peabody
Wire Inspector
John W. Milbery
6 TOWN OFFICERS
Plumbing and Gas Inspector
Beaumont Hurd
Veterans' Agent
Ernest F. LeBeau
Park Superintendent
Ernest R. Gould
Health Agent
Louis A. Barett
Dog Officer
Harold G. Moore
Civil Defense Agent
Arthur G, Doane
Custodian of Memorial Hall
Donald J. Dane
Custodian of Town Lands
Edward H. Leary
Conservation Commission
Henry N. Sawyer (1965)
Samuel P. Armitage (1966) James K. Martin (1967)
Industrial Development Commission
Stanley W. Klosowski, Chairman (1969)
Helen F. Richardson (1965) George M. Farley (1966)
George J. Haykal (1967) Henry G. Roberge (1968)
Middleton Housing Authority
John P. Spottiswoode
Charles S. Clinch, Jr. Sidney P. Kramer
Carl A. Peterson Harold D. Moore, State Representative
TRUSTEES
B. F. Emerson Fund
Naumkeag Tmst Company, Salem, Mass.
Elmer 0. Campbell, Jr. Willis W. Esty
Paul B. Wake Carl C. Jones
Mansfield Fund
Old Colony Trust Company, Boston, Mass.
David Cummings Fund
Board of Public Welfare
Annual Report
of the
Town Accountant
1964

GENERAL GOVERNMENT 9
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
Year Ending Dec. 31, 1964
RECEIPTS
GENERAL REVENUE
TAXES:
CURRENT YEAR
Property 563,078.64
Farm Animal Excise 32.50
Lieu of Taxes 1.440.00 564,551.14
PREVIOUS YEAR
Property 38,182.54
Poll 22.00
Fai-m Excise 20.65 38,225.19
Tax Title 11,413.55
Tax Possession 5,496.55 16,910.10
FROM THE STATE
Income Tax
Valuation Basis 9,831.41
Education Basis 85,322.89
Corporation 25,772.38 120,926.68
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Alcoholic Beverages 5,650.00
All others 1,734.31 7,384.31
FINES:
District Court 90.00 90.00
GRANTS AND GIFTS:
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Old Age Assistance 15,417.25
Medical Aid for Aged 12,317.45
Aid Dependent Children 9,438.10
Disability Assistance 3,090.10
Other School Purposes 2,866.45 43,129.35
10 GENERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE
Meal Tax 2,186.52
Abatement-Paraplegic Veteran 1,184.08
Vocational Education 29.10
School Transportation 9,583.00
School Building Aid 9,970.03
School Superintendent 3,333.33
Highway Chapter 81 21,243.59
School Lunches 5,670.91
Inspection of Animals 100.00
Library 929.50
FROM COUNTY
Dog Licenses 771.71
OTHER GENERAL REVENUE
PRIVILEGES
Motor VehicleExciseTax 76,761.50
DEPARTMENTAL
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE
:
Selectmen 86.75
FINANCIAL:
Treasurer 4.00
OTHER DEPARTMENTS:
Clerk
Board of Appeals 58.75
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS:
Town Hall 371.50
Memorial Hall 915.00
PUBLIC SAFETY:
Sealing of Weights and Measures 158.00
Dog Officer 80.25
Gas Inspector 368.50
Plumbing Inspector 342.50
Wire Inspector 119.00
Building Inspector 777.50
Police 48.00
Fire 60.00
54,230.06
771.71
76,761.50
1,436.00
1,953.75
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 11
HEALTH AND SANITATION:
Health 169.00 169.00
HIGHWAYS:
Chapter 90 Construction 5,726.40
Snow and Sanding 1,312.72
Truck and Machine Rental 5,372.70 12,411.82
CHARITIES:
GENERAL RELIEF
From Cities and Towns 520.71
From State 7.15 527.86
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
From Cities and Towns 114.14
From State 7,703.48 7,817.62
MEDICAL AID FOR AGED
From State 8,927.11 8,927.11
AID DEPENDENT CHILDREN
From State
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE
From State 6,689.64 6,689.64
SCHOOLS
Tuition, Transportation 11,255.20
Youth Service Board 1,350.00
Hall Rental 45.00
Lunches 15,587.83 28,238.03
UNCLASSIFIED
MV Insurance Dividends 429.16 429.16
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES:
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
Sale of Lig-ht and Power 238,931.12
Miscellaneous 3,670.96 242,602.08
12 GENERAL GOVERNMENT
WATER DEPARTMENT
Town of Danvers 7,762.47
Water Lien 601.38 8,363.85
CEMETERIES:
Sale of Lots and Graves 320.00
Opening Graves 1,385.00
Care of Endowed Lots 1,679.78
Recording Deeds 8.00 3,392.78
INTEREST:
Deferred Taxes 2,133.94
Mansfield Fund 2,365.00
All others 955.46 5,454.40
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS:
Anticipation Revenue Loan 100,000.00
New School Loan 632,000.00 732,000.00
AGENCY, TRUST AND INVESTMENT:
Dog Licenses 823.25
Withholding Tax State 3,604.19
Withholding Tax Federal 35,525.46
Mass. Hospital Services 7,915.39
Group Insurance 1,122.00
Meter Deposits 1,565.00
Retirement Fund 6,090.24
Perpetual Care Fund 1,200.00 57,845.53
TRANSFERS:
Electric Depreciation Fund 19,294.50 19,294.50
Total Receipts 1,744,359.71
Cash Balance Jan. 1, 1964 284,240.98
2,047,895.19
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 13
EXPENDITURES
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Salary
MODERATOR
50.00 50.00
Expenses
FINANCE COMMITTEE
39.50 39.50
SELECTMEN
Salaries 1,500.00
Expenses
Clerk 525.00
Supplies and Printing 194.25
Advertiseents 214.00
Postage 34.45
Association Dues 44.00
Telephone Expenses 63.35
Miscellaneous 144.05
ACCOUNTANT
Salary
Expenses
1,219.10 2,719.10
1,800.00
151.85 1,951.85
Salary
Expenses
Supplies
Postage
Dues
Bank Charges
TREASURER
292.99
378.60
5.00
20.00
Mileage and Telephone 62.50
1,800.00
759.09 2,559.09
14 GENERAL GOVERNMENT
TAX COLLECTOR
Salary 2,200.00
Clerk 936.00 3,136.00
Expenses
Supplies 233.98
Office Expense 23.50
Postage 374.00
Deputy Collector 231.50
Dues 5.00
Deeds 44.00
Tax Taking 72.50
Mileage 31.20 1,172.42 4,308.42
ASSESSORS
Salaries 1,935.00
Salary-Clerk 1,290.00 3,225.00
Expenses
Supplies 247.40
Office Expenses 113.19
Clerical Services 218.00
Abstracts 100.80
Postage 28.60
Mileage and Expenses 70.00
Dues 12.00 789.99 4,014.99
COUNSEL
Salary 1,200.00
Expenses 361.95 1,561.95
TOWN CLERK
Salary 800.00
Expenses
Supplies 71.39
Dues 7.50
Telephone and Postage 151.39
Clerk 10.00 240.28 1,040.28
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 15
ELECTIONS AND REGISTRATIONS
Salaries 400.00
Expenses
Listing 539.22
Elections 1,167.77
Supplies 2.41
Lunches 38.04
Janitor - School Hall 20.00 1,767.44 2,167.44
PLANNING BOARD
Expenses
Clerk 138.00
Services 50.00
Advertisements 7.00
Supplies 237.45 432.45
Master Plan 6,500.00 6,932.45
TOWN HALL
Salary 480.00
Expenses
Supplies 133.53
Repairs 104.38
Light and Fuel 519.95 757.06 1,237.06
MEMORIAL HALL
Salary 600.00
Expenses
Supplies and Miscellaneous 256.58
Repairs 40.69
Light and Fuel 1,919.63 2,216.90
Special 577.60 3,594.50
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Expenses 88.76 88.76
Ttotal General Government Expenditures 32,265.39
16 PUBLIC SAFETY
PUBLIC SAFETY
CONSTABLE
Salary 35.00 35.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Salary and Wages 15,540.50
Expenses
Dues 10.00
Gas, Oid, Repairs 2,635.22
Supplies 187.93
Equipment 460.75
Office 673.90
Miscellaneous 139.23 4,107.02 19,557.03
CIVIL DEFENSE
Expenses 86.30 86.30
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Salaries 8,348.75
Expends
Labor 7,086.75
Gas and Oil 444.14
Equipment Repair 1,309.88
Building Maintenance 160.58
Office 821.29
Fuel and Light 1,456.85
Miscalleneous 271.90 11,551.39 19,900.14
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Salary 600.00
Expenses 250.00 850.00
PROTECTION OF PROPERTY 17
BOARD OF APPEALS
Clerk 169.00
Advertisements 261.00
Office Expenses 80.76 510.76 510.76
WIRE INSPECTOR
Salary
Expenses
300.00
139.90 439.90
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Salary
_
172.08
Expenses 3.25 175^33
Salary
Expenses
GAS INSPECTOR
100.00
29.51 129.51
Salary
Expenses
PLUMBING INSPECTOR
100.00
48.00 148.00
Labor
Expenses
Truck Hire - Equipment
Removing Trees
New Trees
Supplies
FORESTRY DEPARTMENT
2,028.90
79.76
152.75
289.96
584.09 1,106.56 3,135.46
DOG OFFICER
Salary
Expenses
200.00
146.08 346.08
Total Public Safety Expenditures 45,138.18
18 HEALTH AND SANITATION
HEALTH AND SANITATION
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Salaries 320.00
Expenses
Dump 2,246.75
Clinics 19.33
Vital Statistics 186.00
Contagious Diseases 55.61
Office 17.40
Ag-ent's Expenses 4.00
Hospital Services 581.40
Miscellaneous 261.65 3,482.14 3,752.69
DENTAL CLINIC
Expenses
Service 832.00
Expenses 233.22 1,065.22
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROGRAM
Middleton Community Services, Inc. 2,500.00
Mental Health 365.00 2,865.00
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
Salary 200.00 200.00
INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING
Salary 50.00 50.00
ESSEX SANITORIUM ASSESSMENT
County Treasurer 1,812.66 1,812.66
Total Health and Sanitation Expenditures 9,745.57
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 19
HIGHWAYS
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Labor 23,809.55
Expenses
Truck Hire 1,987.60
Equipment Hire 5,960.96
Supplies 1,797.31
Asphalt 6,238.71
SigTis 17.50
Light - Power 123.23
Office 239.24
RMF 2,409.98
Sand - Gravel - Loam 1,835.97 20,610.50 44,420.05
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS
Storm Drains 1,000.00 1,000.00
Street Lighting 6,000.00 6,000.00
Christmas Lighting 25.63 25.63
ROAD MACHINERY ACCOUNT
Expenses
Gas - Oil 2,509.26
Parts - Repair 1,829.88
Equipment 196.91
Registration 21.00
Supplies 464.83 5,021.98 5,021.98
SNOW REMOVAL
Labor 7,346.50
Expenses
RMF 2,369.20
Truck Hire 3,222.65
Repairs and Sand 811.86
Salt and Sand 2,249.79 8,653.50 16,000.00
Total Highway Expenditures 67,067.66
20 CHARITIES ACCOUNT
CHARITIES
PUBLIC WELFARE
Salaries 900.00
Expenses 145.45 1,045.45
GENERAL RELIEF
Expenses
Groceries and Fuel 242.35
Medical Aid 1,221.38
Other Cities and Towns 707.00 2,170.00 2,170.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Aid
Cash
.
26,700.21
Other Towns 280.09 26,980.30
MEDICAL AID FOR AGED
Cash 26,844.70 26,844.70
AID DEPENDENT CHILDREN
Cash 28,676.00 28,676.00
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE
Cash 11,734.73 11,734.73
Total Charities Expenditures 97,451.18
VETERANS' ACCOUNT 21
VETERANS' SERVICES
Salary 250.00
Expenses
Aid 10,309.20
Supplies 477.01
Medical Aid 2,373.87
Other Cities and Towns 90.00
Clerk - Office 199.00 13,429.08
Veterans Special - Prior 1964 3,230.77 16,909.85
Total Veterans Expenditures 16,909.85
22 SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
SCHOOLS
Salaries
Superintendent 10,890.38
Office 225.00
Teachers, Supei"\'isors 139,621.43
Doctor 500.00
Nurse 1,550.00
Clerks 6,963.19
Attendance Officer 100.00
Janitors 13,561.00
Census 99.75 173,510.75
Expenses
Superintendent 329.75
Books—Supplies 3,201.77
Bldg.—Maintenance 13,742.90
Fuel—Light 7,179.17
Transportation 20,372.50
Tuition 300.00
Furniture—Equipment 7,000.00
Miscellaneous 523.01 52,649.10 226,169.85
SCHOOL LUNCH
Labor 9,979.57
Equipment—Supplies 12,279.17 22,258.74
REGIONAL SCHOOL
Assessment 300,579.17 300,579.17
SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
Build in^^ & Equipment . 368,749.28
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Tuition 160.80 160.80
Total School Expenditures 917,907.84
LIBRARY AND PARK DEPARTMENTS 23
LIBRARY
Salaries 4,383.94
Expenses 1,969.89 6,353.83
RECREATION
PARK
Labor
Expenses
Supplies
Truck Hire
Equipment
East Street Pool
So. Main Street Sidewalks
488.00
580.95
331.00
250.00 1,161.95
398.00
24 UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
INSURANCE
Workmen's Compensation —
Public Liability 4,391.91
Collector's Bond 177.00
Clerk's Bond 10.00
Treasurer's Bond 182.40
Blanket Fire 3,046.74
Life and Hospital 3,892.58
Vehicle Liability 2,395.84
Memorial Day
Printing Town Report
14,096.47
510.94
1,804.60
MANSFIELD FUND
Concert 200.00
Picnic 1,042.50
Thanksgiving and Christmas 1,302.00 2,544.50
Total Unclassified Expenditures 18,956.51
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES 25
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
Salaries
Commissioners 600.00
Manager 7,945.00
Clerk 3,640.00 12,185.00
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
Energy
Mass. Electric Co. 137,555.03
Danvers Electric Co.
Labor 52,831.46
Expenses
Materials 17,348.18
Office Expenses 1,832.53
Tmck Maintenance 1,600.06
Insurance 1,026.40
Depreciation 1,708.61
Line Clearance 1,631.41
Brigadoon Lights 1,400.00
Land Purchase 2,272.27 189,205.95
WATER DEPARTMENT
Salaries—Commissioners 450.00
Expense—Office 45.80
Materials—Labor .*^6,806.45
Loan 1,500.00
Interest 250.00 39,052.25
Total Public Sei-vice Expenditures 240,443.20
26 CEMETERY DEPARTMENT
CEMETERIES
Salaries
Commissionei's 60.00
Supt. of Burials 30.00 90.00
Labor 7,333.20
Rentals 886.00
Supplies 846.93 9,066.13 9,156.13
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS 27
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS
School Addition 1950 10,000.00
School Addition 1956 10,000.00
New School Loan 27,000.00
47,000.00
Interest 19,024.00
Total Municipal Indebtedness Expenditures 66,024.00
AGENCY, TRUST AND INVESTMENT
State Parks and Reservations 2,079.32
County Tax 12,943.33
Dog Licenses to County 823.25
Withholding Ta.x—State 3,604.19
Withholding Tax—Federal 35,525.46
Retii*ement Assessment 11,964.65
Retirement Deduction 6,090.24
Meter Deposits 921.40
Perpetual Care Fund 1,200.00
Water Liens 482.30
Auditing Municipal Account 50.47
28 REFUNDS—TRANSFERS
REFUNDS
1963 Excise Tax 1,910.06
1964 Ekcise Tax 2,166.11
1963 Real Estate Tax 568.00
1964 Real Estate Tax 1,421.16
Total Refunds 6,065.33
Transfer Electric
Depreciation Fund 19,294.50 19,294.50
Total Expenditures 1,658,276.87
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1964 389,618.32
2,047,895.19
APPROPRIATION—TRANSFERS—EXPENDITURES 29
Recapitulation of Appropriation, Transfers
and Transfers
Appropriation Unexpended
and Transfer Expended Balance
Moderator Salary $ 50.00 $ 50.00
Finance Comm. Expense 100.00 39.50 60.50
Selectmen's Salaries 1,500.00 1,500.00
Clerk's Salary 525.00 525.00
Expenses 700.00 692.10 7.90
Accountant Salary 1,800.00 1,800.00
Expenses 200.00 151.85 48.15
Treasurer Salary 2,000.00 1,800.00
Expenses 800.00 759.09 40.91
Tax Titles 1,200.00
Refund 3.00 1,203.00 866.00 337.00
Collector, Salaries 3,136.00 3,136.00
Expenses 1,182.00 1,172.42 9.58
Equipment 300.00 295.00 5.00
Assessor, Salaries 1,800.00
Transfer 135.00 1,935.00 1,935.00
Clerk, Salary 1,290.00 1,290.00
Expenses 800.00 789.99 10.01
Counsel, Salary 1,200.00 1,200.00
Expenses 500.00 361.95 138.05
Town Clerk, Salary 800.00 800.00
Expenses 350.00 240.28 109.72
Elections and Registrations
Salaries 400.00 400.00
Expenses 1,880.00
Transfer 40.00 1,920.00 1,767.44 152.56
Planning Board Expenses 750.00 432.45 317.55
Planning Board Master Plan 6,500.00 6,500.00
Town Hall, Salary 480.00 480.00
Expenses 900.00 757.06 142.94
Special 500.00 500.00*
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Appropriation Unexpended
and Transfer Expended Balane*
Memorial Hall, Salary 600.00 600.00
Expenses 2,200.00
Transfer 17.90 2,217.90 2,215.90 1.00
Special 273.04
500.00 773.04 577.60 195.44*
Industrial Development Commission
1963 Balance 300.00 600.00 88.76 511.24
Constable, Salary 35.00 35.00
Police Chief Salary 6,240.00 6,240.00
Wno'*>c:_.Qo1o-r\r 0 900 00vv ttgtjft kjctidi y i/,^uu.uu
Transfer 10.50 9,210.50 9,210.50
Expenses 4,110.00
Transfer 245.09 4,355.09 A QKK OQ
Civil Defense Expenses 100.00 86.30 18.70
Fire, Salaries 8,520.00 8,348.75 171.2S
Expenses 11,310.00
Transfer 341.39 11,651.39 11,551.39 100.00
Building Inspector, Salary 600.00 600.00
Expenses 250.00 250.00
Board of Appeal
Expenses 500.00
Transfer 10.76 510.76 510.76
Wire Inspector, Salary 300.00 300.00
Expenses 140.00 139.90 .10
Gas Inspector, Salary 100.00 100.00
Expenses 75.00 29.51 45.49
Plumbing Inspector, Salary 100.00 1 AA AA
Expenses 75.00 AQ AO Z I .UU
Sealer of Weights and Measures
Salary 175.00 172.08 2.92
Expenses 75.00 3.25 71.75
Tree Warden,
Expenses 1,500.00
Transfer 11.44 1,511.44 1,511.44
Moth Expenses 625.00 618.69 6.31
Dutch Elm Control Expenses 1,000.00 715.37 284.63
New Tree Expenses 300.00 289.96 10.04
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Appropriation Unexpended
and Transfer Expended Balance
Dog Officer, Salary 200.00 200.00
Expenses 200.00 146.08 53.92
Health Salaries 320.00 270.55 49.45
Expenses 3,250.00
Transfer 232.14 3,482.14 3,482.14
Dental Clinic Expense 1,500.00 1,065.22 434.78
Mental Health Prog-ram 365.00 365.00
Community Health Program 2,500.00 2,500.00
Animal Inspector, Salary 200.00 200.00
Expenses 100.00 100.00
Inspector of Slaughtering
Salary 50.00 50.00
Road Machinery Fund 5,000.00 4,996.10 3.90
Highway Expenses 10,190.00 10,189.92 1.08
Chapter 81 14,950.00 14,950.00
Chapter 90 Construction 29,064.76 24,697.47 4,367.29*
Chapter 90 Maintenance 3,000.00 3,000.00
Chapter 718 3,599.88 3,599.88
Chapter 782 5,626.40 200.00 5,426.40*
Forest St. Land Damage 350.00
Snow Removal 14,000.00
Transfer 4,412.60 18,412.60 18,412.60
Storm Drains 1,000.00 1,000.00
Street Lighting 6,000.00 6,000.00
Public Welfare, Salaries 900.00 900.00
Expenses 150.00 145.45 4.55
Central Essex Welfare District
Administration 2,115.00 2,115.00
General Relief, Aid 5,000.00 4,970.73 29.27
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Appropriation Unexpended
and Transfer Expended Balanc*
Old Age Assistance 8,500.00
Refunds 392.49 8,892.49 8,554.86 337.63
Federal Grant 19,447.68 18,426.44 1,021.24*
Medical Aid
for Ag^ed 20,000.00
Transfers 3,988.04
Refunds 23.50 24,011.54 24,011.54
Federal Grant 16,782.86 11,521.20 5,261.66*
Aid Dependent
Children 13,500.00
Refunds 2,114.85
Transfer 5,000.00 20,614.85 20,582.06 32.79
Federal Grant 13,328.28 8,593.94 4,734.34*
Disability Assistance 4,000.00
Transfer 4,000.00
Refunds 422.55 8,422.55 8,307.34 115.21
Federal Grants 3,454.69 3,427.39 27.30
Veterans Agent Salary 250.00 250.00
Expenses 50.00
Transfer 149.42 199.42 199.42
Aid 9,000.00
Transfer 7,000.00
Refunds 50.00 16,050.00 13,330.66 2,719.34
Aid Prior 1964 4,500.00 3,230.77 1,269.23*
School Salaries 177,071.00 173,574.56 3,496.44
Expenses 50,665.00
Transfer 3,202.10 53,867.10 53,867.10
Supt. of School
Out of State Travel 200.00 149.75 50.25
School Special 297.50 297.50
School Building
Committee 432,000.00
Refunds 226.00 432,226.00 368,749.28 63,476.72*
Reg-ional School District 300,579.17 300,579.17
Federal Grant 5,230.48 1,784.10 3,446.38*
School Lunch 24,883.25 22,258.74 2,624.51*
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Appropriation Unexpende
and Transfer Expended Balance
V yj^CA V/ IK' IICL L X^XjiKA^^ CX \y l\J 1
1
600 00 160.80 439.20
Library
Salaries - Wages 4,280.00
Transfer 103.94 4,383.94 4,383.94
Expenses 1,200.00
State Aid - Doe- Tax 111 71 1,971.71 1 969 89 1.82
T-^Q 1*1*' h! YT'^^in 1 400 00 1 309 95
.05
East St. Pool 400.00 398.00 2.00
250 00 250 00
r^li in Tiicli fino* 50.00 25.63 24.37
Retirement Assessment 11,904.65 11,904.65
Housing" for Elderly 120.05 120.05=
Printing- Town Report 1,900.00 1,804.60 95.40
Memorial Day 500.00
Transfer 10.94 510.94 510.94
Insurance 6,675.00
Transfer 508.15
Refunds 961.90 8,145.05 8,145.05
M.V. Liability 2,825.00 2,825.00
Hospital 4,000.00
Deductions 3,915.39 7,915.39 7,335.73 579.66
Group 600.00
Deductions 522.00 1,122.00 994.24 127.76
Reserve Fund 3,000.00 994.52 2,005.48
Electric Salaries 11,780.00 11,595.00 185.00
Wages 24,000.00 22,831.46 1,168.54
Energy 145,000.00 137,555.03 7,444.97
Expenses 20,000.00 19,974.64 25.36
Line Clearance 1,800.00 1,631.44 168.56
Depreciation 20,000.00 20,000.00
Land Purchase 500.00
1,975.00 2,457.00 2,272.27 202.73
Emergency Fund 1,000.00 1,000.00
Brigadoon St. Lights 1,400.00 1,400.00=
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Appropriation Unexpended
and Transfer Expended Balance
Water Salaries 450.00 450.00
Expenses 225.00 45.80 179.20
Maintenance 2,000.00 1,115.37 884.63
Debt 2,200.00 1,725.00 475.00
So. Main St. Line 35,896.14 35,691.08 205 06
Mt. Vei-non St. 2 000 00 2 000 00*
Water Dept. Survey 5,400.00 5,000.00 400.00*
Cemetery Salaries 90.00 90.00
Expenses 6,310.00
Income 343.96 6 653 96 6 660 96
Graves 1,400.00
Transfer 137.10 1,537.10 1,537.10
New Lots 1,459.20 1,459.20
Municipal Indebtedness
Interest 19,000.00
Transfer 24.00 19,024.00 19,024.00
Loans 47,000.00 47,000.00
Balance
Sheet
1964
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Edward H, Leary, Treasurer in account with the Town of
Middleton, Massachusetts.
Balance of Cash in Treasury, January 1, 1964 $ 284^40.98
Receipts for the year 1964 1,744,359.71
Payments for the year 1964
Balance of Cash in Treasury 1964
Total Cash $ 2,028,600.69
$ 1,638,982.37
389,618.32
$ 2,028,600.69
CASH IN BANKS
Arlington Trust Company, Middleton, Mass.
U. S. Treasury Bills
Merchants Warren National Bank, Salem, Mass.
Arling-ton Ti'ust (Savings Account) Middleton, Mass.
Cash on Hand
$ 207,026.08
150,000.00
25,431.53
2,700.64
4,460.07
$ 389,618.32
A Complete report of all Trust Funds in my custody is shown
on the following pages.
I wish, to express my thanks and gratitude for the cooperation
of the Town Officials, Committees, and citizens.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD H. LEARY
Treasurer
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DAVID CUMMINGS FUND
Balance January 1, 1964
United Shoe Machinery Corp. Shares
RECEIPTS:
United Shoe Machinery Corp. Dividends $ 97.52
Arlington Trust Co., Interest 241.59
Total Receipts
Trustee's Orders
Balance
Arlington Trust Company Checking Account
Arlington Trust Company Savings Account
United Shoe Machinery Corp. Shares
6,166.09
975.00
$ 7,141.09
339.11
-105.65
7,374.55
162.83
6,236.72
975.00
Balance Dec. 31, 1964 $ 7,374.55
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD H. LEARY
Town Treasurer
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Land Owned By the Town of Middleton
HASWELL PARK:
Lots 165, 166, 286-290 inclusive.
MIDDLETON PINES:
1st lot of 9th parcel - Book 2253 Page 391,
14th parcel - Book 2253, Page 381,
2nd pasture, Woodland and Meadow,
Elliott Lot, Island Pasture, Smith Lot, Sutton Lot,
Lots G & H., Lots 61-68 incl. 69, 70, 128-130, inch, 231-236 incl.
SUMMIT VIEW PARK:
Lots 28, 30-34 incl. 35, 36, 51, 58, 91-93 incl., 94-97 incl, 136,
138, 149, 150, 151, 153-156 incl., 157-163 incl., 164-169 incl., 212,
213, 215-218 incl., 219-221 incl., 238, 239, 242-251 incl., 257-270
incl., 279-285 incl., 288-301 incl., 30, 308, 311-318 incl., 326-337
incl., 376, 378-382 incl., 385-398 inch, 322, 323, 324.
WOODLAND PARK:
Lots 332, 523, 576.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD H. LEARY
Town Treasurer
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Town of Middleton
CEMETERY ENDOWMENT ACCOUNTS
Balance on hand January 1, 1964 $ 39,593.28
New Accounts Added 1,050.00
Interest 1,595.98
Total Receipts $ 42,239.26
Interest withdrawn 1,595.98
Balance Dec. 31, 1964 $ 40,643.28
SEC. C. OAKDALE CEMETERY
Balance on hand January 1, 1964 $ 2,040.77
New Accounts Added 150.00
Interest 83.80
Total Receipts $ 2,274.57
Interest withdrawn 83.80
Balance Dec. 31, 1963 $ 2,190.77
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD H. LEARY
Town Treasurer
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Town of Middleton
STABILIZATION FUND
Balance on Hand Augoist 24, 1964 $ 10,000.00
Interest 116.67
Balance Dec. 31, 1964 $ 10,116.67
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD H. LEARY
Town Treasurer
Reports
for the
Various Departments
1964
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FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY
TRUSTEE'S REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and
Citizens of the Town of Middleton:
Many changes were brought about in the Flint Public Library
during the past year.
On April 15, 1964 Miss Ruth Tyler, Librarian for the past
several years retired, and the Trustees appointed Mr. Philip E.
Northway of 57 Maple Street to succeed her.
Mr. Northway, who comes to us well qualified, assumed his
new duties on April 16, 1964. Graduated from Thornton Academy
in Saco, Maine in 1935; Harvard College A.B. 1949; Harvard
Graduate School of Education, Master of Arts in Teaching 1951;
Simmons School of Library Science, Master of Science (in Library
Science) 1961; Dun and Bradstreet Credit Reporter 1953-1957;
Teacher and Librarian, Hanover, New Hampshire High School
1957-1962; and currently Librarian at Danvers High School, a
position Mr. Northway has held since 1962. Mr. Northway had
military sei"\dce in tlie U. S. Army from 1940-1946 and also in
1951-1952.
The final stage of interior painting was completed this past
year with the painting of the office. The new book charging machine
put into operation on January 1, 1965 is proving itself of great
value. Not only will it speed up the checking out of books, but
will keep a more accurate check on books lent to readers.
Any of the townspeople requiring special books for school work
or training may notify Mr. Northway in writing, and if possible
requests will be taken care of.
We wish to thank the townspeople for their continued support
of the library and many thanks to those who have made donations
of books to the library during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul B. Wake, Chairman
Donald A. Aylward, Clerk
Elmer O. Campbell, Jr.
James H. Coffin
Willis W. Esty
Carl C, Jones
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FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY
Treasurer's Report
Appropriation for Salaries $ 4,280.00
Transfer from Expense Appropriation 50.00
Finance Committee Allocation 53.94
Total $ 4,383.94
Salaries
Librarian $ 1,725.00
Assistants to Librarian 2,058.94
Janitor 600.00
Total Salaries $ 4,383.94
Appropnation for Expenses $ 1,200.00
Add - Dog Tax 771.71 1,971.71
Less - Transfer to Salaries 50.00
Total $ 1,921.71
Expenses:
Fuel $ 505.62
Light 116.37
Water 36.00
Insurance 364.36
Building Maintenance 259.44
Equipment 110.00
Supplies 309.86
Telephones 63.51
Miscellaneous 154.73
Total Expenses $ 1,919.89
Balance, Returned to Revenue $ 1.82
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FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY FUNDS
Balance, Jan. 1, 1964 $ 586.12
Income:
Overdue Book Fines $ 357.34
B. F. Emerson Fund 491.39
Charles L. Flint Fund 243.58
MaiT Esty Emerson Fund 129.92
Walter L. Flint Fund 77.92
Books Lost or Damaged 47.75 1,347.90
Total Income $ 1,934.02
Expenses:
New Books $ 1,448.14
Binding of Books 61.10
Magazines 73.67
Miscellaneous 1.56
Total Expenses $ 1,584.47
Balance, Dec. 31, 1964 $ 349.55
B. F. EMERSON TRUST FUND
Received from Naumkeag Tlnst Co., Salem (Trustee) $ 491.39
MARY ESTY EMERSON FUND
E. O. Campbell, Jr., in account with Flint Public Library:
Mary Esty Emerson Fund, Principal $ 2,500.00
On Deposit in Danvers Savings Bank, Dec. 31, 1964 3,057.73
CHARLES L. FLINT FUND
E. O. Campbell, Jr., in account with Flint Public Library:
Charles L. Flint Fund, Principal $ 5,000.00
On Deposit in Banks, Dec. 31, 1964:
Salem 5c Savings Bank $ 986.88
Salem Savings Bank 510.73
Danvei-s Savings Bank 1,420.40
Broadway Savings Bank 1,866.96
Essex Savings Bank 1,000.00
Total $ 5,784.97
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WALTER S. FLINT MEMORIAL FUND
E. O. Campbell, Jr., in account with Flint Public Libraiy:
Walter S. Flint Memorial Fund, Principal $ 2,000.00
On Deposit in Danvers Savings Bank, Dec. 31, 1964 2,000.00
Respectfully submitted,
E. O. CAMPBELL, JR.
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
Flint Public Library
The year 1964 was one af change for your public library, in
terms of personnel, sei-vice schedule, collection of materials, and
in basic policies. During the early months of the year Miss Ruth
Tyler made her decision to retire, the trustees accepting this
effective April 15th. Then they announced the appointment of the
incumbent subject to the limitations imposed by his full-time job.
Mrs. English resumed regular sei-vice in the library late in April,
joined by Mrs. Clinch in May, but unfortunately Mrs. Conceison
was unable to continue after late June for personal reasons.
Before Miss Tyler's retirement the library schedule had been
changed from a three-day to a five-day schedule, 2-5 and 7-9, an
increase of four hours, with service covering two more days. The
statistics below attest to the increased use which this change
encouraged; it is hoped that a further extension can be made in
the next year or so. Particularly desirable would be an increase in
days and hours during the summer months, when this year the
library was only open two days at the same hours.
In May Mrs. Conceison participated in a Children's Librarians'
Workshop or training course offered by the Mass. Div. of Library
Extension at the Topsfield library. This was planned to strengthen
children's sei-vice in the small libraries of the area, particularly
through the book funds available from the state agency. Mrs.
Conceison conscientiously devoted many extra hours from her
personal schedule to making a selection of juvenile books to supple-
ment the library's existing collection, which accounts for the fifty-
seven books placed on peiTnanent deposit. Were it not for this
sizeable addition, the younger borrowers would have much less
enjoyable and woi-thwhile reading available from their local library.
The State Regional Library at North Reading continued to
provide the library with a rotating book collection from the children's
to the adult's level, both fiction and non-fiction. The bookmobile
made ten scheduled stops, during which the collection on deposit
here was renewed with newer books in all subjects, while many
specific requests were mailed if these were not available when the
bookmobile was scheduled. Thus, during the course of the year the
local library had the use of over a thousand new books, which
greatly enhanced the value of library service in Middleton.
To strengthen further the libi*ary resources available to the
town, the tmstees enrolled the library in the Eastern Mass. Regional
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Library Association, a state subsidized agency, which should begin
to provide supplementary service some time in 1965.
Reliance upon these outside agencies will allow the library to
continue acquiring badly needed reference works, in history,
biography, literature, and practical arts, which have handicapped
the Middleton students and other residents. The librarian decided
to allocate more funds to these areas in non-fiction, and to meet
the more immediate popular demands from the bookmobile collection
which has grown substantially during the year.
Towards the end of the year the trustees and the librarian
started plans for further improvements in facilities which should
improve the service considerably. More corkboards and pegboards
were installed to permit a Avider, more effective range of displays,
such as books, jackets, and educational bulletins. Shelving was
installed in the library office to help in the storage of supplies and
the processing of books; and the office painted for the first time
in many years. A final item of major interest was the planned
changeover to a book charging machine, which does away with the
inefficient handwritten records for circulation of books and maga.
zines. To accompany this there will be a complete reregistration of
borrowers and the issuance of numbered borrower's cards used in
the machine.
In conclusion the following annual statistics provide a brief
summary for a year of change, and, hopefully improvement in the
year to come.
Volumes in the library, Jan. 1, 1964 14,610
Volumes added by purchase 397
Volumes added by gift 69
Volumes added by State deposit 57
Volumes discarded 29
Volumes in the library, Dec. 31, 1964 15,104
Comparative Statistics 1963
7,737
3,743
5,113
106
433
1964
12,409Attendance
Circulation: Juvenile 5,409
6,699
192
523
29
Adult
Registration
Volumes added
Volumes discarded
Total volumes on December 31st 14,610 15,104
Respectfully submitted,
PHILIP E. NORTHWAY,
Librarian
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT — 1964
To the Citizens of the Town of Middleton:
I submit for your approval my report of Vital Statistics
Recorded, Dog Taxes collected and Fish and Games licenses issued
for the year 1964.
Please report any errors or ommissions of Vital Statistics to
the Town Clerk's office that the Record may be corrected accord-
ingly.
Marriage Record For 1964
Date of Place of
Marriage Marriage Names of Bride and Groom Residence
Jan. 4 Ipswich
Jan. 10 Lynnfield
Jan. 4 Middleton
Jan. 23 Middleton
Jan. 26 Middleton
Feb. 2 Danvers
Feb. 28 Middleton
David Arthur Chartier
Wendy Pratt
Philip Joseph Covey
Lorraine Gail Anthony
Joseph Stephen Pirrotta
Linda Marie Cabral
Earle Francis Peralta
Juliette Ann Blais
Douglas Kevin MacMillin
Jane Gardner Wentworth
Raymond Francis Nelson
Meriam Lee Vatcher
Earle Allen Ray
Susan Esther Fairbanks
Mar. 7 Lynnfield Roger Carll Clay, Jr.
Middleton
Lynn
Ipswich
Middleton
Topsifield
Middleton
Lynn
Middleton
Middleton
Middleton
Middleton
Topsfield
Danvers
Middleton
Middleton
Susan Katherine Hastings Lynnfield
Apr. 25 Middleton
May 9 Peabody
May 10 Middleton
Richard Luigi Sauvageau
Dianne Velma Schremph
David Paul Wheatley
Linda Lillian Mason
John Edwin McAuley
Yvonne Mary Lemieux
Middleton
Newburyport
Middleton
West Peabody
Peabody
Middleton
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Date oi
Marriage
Place of
Residence
June 6 Salem Rodney Gegston Mitchell
vTiui lei i-i. JLf Hiciiti cinont
Miaaleton
Beverly
June 21 Reading Richard Vantine
xvui/n /\.iioe ljusn
Middleton
Reading
July 11 Middleton Lawrence Reid
HiVti W dl/crilOUStJ
tt.r airtield, Mc.
West Paris, Me.
TnItT 1 PCJuly lo Lynn Leo Wilford Bush
i-'ond. j_;ee v^dvdiiini
Balitmore, Md.
Middleton
T,,l,_ or
J uly Middleton Carmine Joseph Micelli
iviary ji<iicn juincoin
Lynn
Middleton
July Zo Middleton Robert Brian Ouellette
V irglllld X" lOlTcIlCc VVIlll/C
Salem
Middleton
July Zo Billerica Paul Leo Devlin
lYidnuii J; Pdiicco oduiiuerb
Miaaleton
Billerica
July ol Middleton Ronald Edward Wronski
Lydia Ann Meagher
Middleton
Middleton
Aug. 7 Peabody Gordon Edward Sheldon
Charlene Ann Martin
Middleton
Peabody
Aug. 8 Danvers James Louis Ryer, Jr.
Marjorie Gertrude Geary
Middleton
Danvers
Aug. 1 Melrose Alfred Roy Johnson
Sandra Jeanne Cookson
Middleton
Lynn
Aug. 14 Middleton Robert Wright Ferren
Marlene Ann Wronski
North Andover
Middleton
Aug. 29 Middleton Theodore Harvey Butler
Donna Jeanice Coffin
Anheim, Calif.
Middleton
Aug. 22 No. Reading Peter Arthur Johnson
Sandra Jean Lane
Middleton
Stoneham
Sept. 12 Maiden oJhn Patrick Caulfield
Joan Lee Gaulin
Middleton
Maiden
Aug. 4 Middleton Calder Browne Latham, Jr. Maiden
Layne McMenamin North Reading
Sept. 19 Lynnfield Carleton Rubchinuk Middleton
Diane Sultzbach Danvers
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Date of Place of
Marriage Marriage
Sept. 19 Middleton
Nov. 8 Middleton
Nov. 10 Lynnfield
Nov. 8 Danvers
Nov. 20 Middleton
Dec. 12 Lynnfield
Dec. 12 Middleton
Dec. 26 Medford
Names of Bride and Groom Residence
Frank Robert Britner, Jr.
Kathleen Mary Mason
Dennis James Cronin
Kathleen Glaine Doyle
John oJseph Gallagher
Edith Gertrude LaVigueue
Paul Omer Angers
Anne Marie Bulmer
George Robert McCarthy
Linda Alice Rubchinuk
Philip Charles Hocter
Donna Marie Lewis
Middleton
West Peabody
Plaistow, N.H.
Middleton
Winthrop
Middleton
Middleton
Danvers
Middleton
Middleton
Middleton
Topsfield
Raymond Norman Colby, Jr. Middleton
Nancy-Ann LeBeau Middleton
George Frederick Gibney Middleton
Isabelle Louise Willson Somerville
Birth Record For 1964
Date of
Birth Name of Child
Jan. 2 Heather Lee Mathison
Jan. 11 Keith Alan Baker
Jan. 14 Peter Hale Young
Jan. 15 James Paul Mazza Blais
Jan. 20 Baby Boy Giacalone
Jan. 27 Joseph Peter Sedlak
Names af Parents
Charles William Mathison
Jessica Anna Carpenter
Clarence Baker
Virginia M. Griffin
Vernon Hale Young
Camille Dolores Spousta
Leopold Simon Blais
Opal Carrie Yerta
Nicholas Paul Giacalone
Sylvia Frances Clinton
Joseph P. Sedlak
Ruth A. Semons
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Date of
Birth Names of Parents
Jan. 27 Andrew William DiMaso
Feb. 1 Baby Girl Soboleski
Feb. 15 Jeanne Lois Sanborn
Feb. 21 Charlene Phaneuf
Feb. 27 Elizabeth Godine Webber
Feb. 27 Holly Ann Denaiilt
Feb. 27 Baby Girl Franklin
Feb. 28 Baby Boy O'Beirne
Feb. 28 Robert Wayne Davis
Feb. 29 Theodore Vincent Palizzola
Mar. 3 Debra Leigh Russell
Mar. 4 Nancy Marie Bouchard
Mar, 5 Maryanne Louise Flynn
Mar. 18 Michael Stanley Jones
Mar. 19 Jo-Ann Bobyn Bozek
Mar. 20 Douglas Bates Barthelemy
Apr. 1 Male Moran
Name of Child
Andrew Angelo Dimaso
Vivian Ane Possehl
Joseph Raymond Soboleski
Barbara Ann Popowich
Thomas Charles Sanborn
Janet Anne Wright
Charles Henry Phaneuf
June Georgianna Calnan
Alan Edgar Webber
Marilyn Grace Paine
Lionel Odilon Denault
Jean Elizabeth DeBlais
John Franklin
Dorothy Glidden
James G. O'Beirne
Elizabeth Whelan
Lewis J. Davis
Sandra S. Riddle
Theodore C. Palizzola
Jacqueline A. Campanella
Ralph H. Russell
Barbara E. Granger
Armand Robert Bouchard
Ruth Irene Townsend
Louis Phillip Flynn
Marguerite Marie Comeau
Edward Hugh Jones, M.D.
Mary Joanne Garrity
James Joseph Bozek
Adele J. Robinson
Walter Carroll Barthelemy
Eunice Mae Thurston
Edward F. Moran
Virginia Reichert
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Date of
Birth Names of Parents
Apr. 3 Lawrence Todd Fugate
Apr. 3 Sharon Lee Wheadon
Apr. 3 Valerie April Stone
Apr. 5 Dean Robetrt Porteous
Apr. 14 Kenneth Frank Lewis
Apr. 19 Patricia Marie Port
Apr. 24 Karen Marie Johnson
May 2 Benjamin Edward Wilcox
May 17 Linda Brice Demers
May 23 Janice Lee Ware
May 26 Paul Alfred Willett
May 31 Wendy Colleen Montford
June 4 Brian William Farnham
June 9 June Ann Falkowski
June 9 Colleen Mary Geary
June 18 Mary Ann Masse
June 20 Male Stover
Name of Child
Robert Lawrence Fugate
Linda Sue Cauldill
Robert L. Wheadon
Claire E. Lundrigan
Robert L. Stone
Carol A. Sanuders
Robert Neil Porteous
Helen Elaine Dobson
Dewey Kenneth Lewis
Georgia Dresios
George E. Port, Jr.
Ann E. Donnelly
Donald L. Johnson
Harriet B. VanKnowe
Richard F. Wilcox
Jean Ferguson
John Henry Demers, Jr.
Jean Brice Lucier
Earl Arthur Ware
Tynne Rubchinuk
Alfred Francis Willett
Ann Theresa Satoriale
Robert Dudley Montford
Joyce Brenda Weisburg
David Robert Farnham
Edith Natalie Chase
Alfred Peter Falkowski
Joan Caroline Skoniecki
Thomas F. Geary, Sr.
Mary M. Bergstrom
Chester K. Mlasse, Jr.
Joan C. Bates
Bruce Stover
Judith Peart
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June 26 Cheryl Ann Pollock Ronald Edward Pollock
Sandra Ann LeColst
July 4 Peter Augnstus Nelson, II Peter Augustus Nelson
Janet Louise Ruest
July 5 Andrew George Snow George Henry Snow, Jr.
Claudia Louise Gary
July 6 Heather Jean Smith Leonard P. Smith
Elizabeth C. Emro
July 10 James Richard Ajootian Richard O. Ajootian
Margaret T. McDuff
July 15 David Dennis Currier Dennis E. Currier
Carolyn M. Wronski
July 18 Anne Marie Roberge Henry George Roberge
Norma Mary Teeling
July 24 Gay-Ann Joy Halloran Donald Francis Halloran
Gwyneth Mary Gunn
July 28 Kathy Susan Roberts Lester Kenneth Roberts
Judith Marilyn Gill
July 29 David Charles Low Melvin Leslie Low, Jr.
Carolann Chapman
Aug. 6 Michael John Belle Oscar Robert Belle
Joan Marie Cogan
Aug. 21 Karen Lee Nelson Raymond F. Nelson
Meriam L. Vatcher
Aug. 30 Lisa M^ria Dellazoppa Frank Louis Dellazoppa
Lorraine D. Boucher
Sept. 12 Jeffrey Howard Greenbaum Bernard Greenbaum
Rosiland R. Goldberg
Sept. 14 Barry Russ Corson Robert H. Corson
Grace M. Russ
Sept. 27 Robin Marie Henry Herva H. Henry
Florence M. Nelson
Sept. 30 Susan Marie Gage Edward Loring Gage
Helen Teresa Veronic Cott
Oct. 2 Glenn Scott Osgood Donald R. Osgood
Janice J. Hodsdon
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Oct. 22 Donna Mary Peart Arthur R. Peart
Florence E. McCormack
Nov. 2 James Carlton Macauley, Jr. James Carlton Macauley
Roberta Winifred Esdale
Nov. 11 Edward Roger Gould Roger E. Gould
Edith E. Mclntyre
Nov. 16 Deborah Jean Harris Eugene A. Harris
Joan L. D'Eentremont
Nov. 22 Robert Francis Paul White Robert D. White
Ann E. Colburn
Nov. 22 Nancy Carole Andrews James H. Andrews
Carol A. Parker
Nov. 27 Roxane Dolores Denis Arthur Joseph Denis
Anita A. LeBrun
Dec. 8 Peter John Ryan William Leo Ryan
Rhea Cecile Suprenant
Dec. 10 Wayne F. Pearson Wayne F. Pearson
Helga Heitzmann
Dec. 15 Doglas Kevin MacMillan, Jr. Douglas K. MacMillan
Jane G. Wentworth
Dec. 18 Lori Jean Sanborn Richard W. Sanborn
Barbara J. Burgess
Dec. 26 Angela Louise Fedullo Louis J. Fedullo
Charlene M. Pfiefer
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Record of Resident Deaths In 1964
Date of
Death Name of Deceased Age
Jan. 15 FloI^ence Goodale 44 years
Feb. 10 Henri R. Daudelin 62
Feb. 27 Cora Ruth McBain 44
Feb. 27 Baby Girl Franklin
Mar. 30 Malcolm Benjamin Seaver 77
Mar. 1 Baby Boy O'Beirne
Apr. 1 Edward F. Moran, III IV2 days
Apr. 13 Paul F. LaVigueur 46
Mar. 7 Joseph W. Enright 45
Mar. 24 Edgar Lennox 78
M^y 8 Randolp Hiltz 67
June 13 Guy E. Evans 63
Apr. 25 Grace Moore 55
May 4 John H. Morgan 81
May 26 Mary Cousins 81
Feb. 7 Albion Smith 70
Feb. 10 Helen Louise Wilcox 65
June 3 William J. Sullivan 70
July 10 Mary Fedullo 62
July 15 Mildred C. Hall 54
Aug. 8 Francis Warren Colbum 21
«ept. 17 Thomas J. Cawley 48
Nov. 12 George J. Cassidy 66
Oct. 14 Ralph E. Currier 73
Oct. 2 Samuel McMillan 71
Dec. 7 Raymond J. Dane 53
Oct. 14 Michael Kozak 57
Oct. 18 Elmer 0. Campbell 67
Oct. 19 Edward W. Whitehouse 83
Dec. 29 Elwin F. Gage 74
Dec. 31 Bertha Frances Woodward 81
Dec. 19 Earl F. Vasey 47
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Fish and Game Licenses Issued For 1964
105 Resident Citizen Fishing
75 Resident Citizen Hunting
32 Resident Citizen Sporting
16 Resident Citizen Minor Fishing
18 Resident Citizen Female Fishing
13 Archery Deer Stamp
11 Resident Citizen Sporting (70 years or older) Free
Bog Taxes Collected For 1964
216 Male Dogs @ $2.00 $ 432.00
43 Female Dogs (5) $5.00 215.00
130 Spayed Female Dogs @ 2.00 260.00
2 Kennel @ 10.00 20.00
3 Kennel (5) 25.00 75.00
$ 1,002.00
Less Fees Deducted 93.50
$ 908.50
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM T. MARTIN, JR.
Town Clerk
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REAL ESTATii TAXES — 1963
Balance Januaiy 1, 1964 $ 39,832.81
Tax Title Adjustment 115.73
Intei-est 1,037.90
Refunds 568.00
Collections:
Tax 37,901.13
Interest 1,037.90
Abatements 728.46
TransfeiTed to Tax Title Accounts 1,886.95
$ 41,554.44 $ 41,554.44
REAL ESTATE TAXES — 1964
1964 Commitment $617,458.92
Interest 156.27
Refunds 1,421.16
Collections:
Tax 550,269.87
Interest 156.27
Abatements 24,616.80
Transfen-ed to Tax Title Accounts 3,694.86
Uncollected balance December 31, 1964 40,298.55
$619,036.35 $619,036.35
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT — 1963
(Chapter 59 — Section 5-A)
Balance January 1, 1964 $ 1,440.00
Interest 83.54
Collections:
Tax $ 1,440.00
Interest 83.54
$ 1,523.54 $ 1,523.54
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MOTOR VEHICLE & TRAILER EXCISE TAXES — 1961
Recommitted 1964 $ 21.25
Interest 8.38
Collections:
Tax $ 21.25
Interest 8.38
$ 29.63 $ 29.63
MOTOR VEHICLE & TRAILER EXCISE TAXES — 1962
Balance January 1, 1964 $ 56.11
Recommitted 1964 122.66
Interest 29.70
Collections:
Tax $ 178.77
Interest 29.70
$ 208.47 $ 208.47
MOTOR VEHICLE & TRAILER EXCISE TAXES — 1963
Balance January 1, 1964 $ 22,334.06
Committed 1964 3,330.25
Interest 434.79
Refunds 1,910.06
Collections
:
Tax $ 21,211.46
Interest 434.79
Abatements 6,103.78
Uncollected balance December 31, 1964 259.13
$ 28,009.16 $ 28,009.16
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MOTOR VEHICLE & TRAILER EXCISE TAXES — 1964
1964 Commitment $ 67,231.63
Interest 108.45
Refunds 2,166.11
Collections
:
Tax $ 55,350.02
Intei-est 108.45
Abatements 6,616.97
Uncollected balance December 31, 1964 7,430.75
$ 69,506.19 $ 69,506.19
POLL TAXES — 1963
Balance January 1, 1964 $ 26.00
Interest .98
Collections
:
Tax $ 22.00
Interest
.98
Abatements 4.00
$ 26.98 $ 26.98
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES — 1963
Balance January 1, 1964 $ 607.41
Interest 5.18
Collections
:
Tax 281.41
Interest 5.18
Uncollected balance December 31, 1964 326.00
$ 612.59 $ 612.59
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES — 1964
1964 Commitment $ 16,293.81
Interest 1.19
Collections:
Tax $ 12,808.77
Interst 1.19
Abatements 2,702.70
Uncollected balance December 31, 1964 782.34
$ 16,295.00 $ 16,295.00
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FARM ANIMAL EXCISE TAXES — 1963
Balance January 1, 1964
Interest
Collections:
Tax
Interest
$ 20.65
1.05
$ 20.65
1.05
$ 21,70 $ 21.70
FARM ANIMAL EXCISE TAXES
1964 Commitment $
Interest
Collections:
Tax
Interest
Uncollected balance December 31, 1964
— 1964
51.87
.21
$ 32.50
.21
19.37
$ 52.08 $ 52.08
WATER LIEN ACCOUNTS
Balance January 1, 1964
Collections
$
1963
98.87
$ 98.87
$ 98.87 $ 98.87
WATER LIEN ACCOUNTS
1964 Commitment
Collections
Transfen-ed to Tax Title Accounts
Uncollected balance December 31, 1964
$
1964
784.26
$ 502.51
48.94
232.81
$ 784.26 $ 784.26
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SUMMARY AND COMPARISON
COMMITMENTS AND COLLECTIONS 1963-1964
Commitments Commitments Amt. of
1963 1964 Increase
Real Estate Taxes $533,064.49 $617,458.92 $ 84,394.43
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 77,443.61 70,561.88 6,881.73*
Poll Taxes 1,982.00 1,982.00*
Personal Property Taxes 13,084.55 16,293.81 3,209.26
Farm Animal Excise Taxes 50.65 51.87 1.22
Water Lien Accounts 1,231.02 784.26 446.76*
$626,856.32 $705,150.74 $ 78,294.42
* Decrease
Collections Collections Amt. of
1963 1964 Increase
Real Estate Taxes $520,938.54 $590,888.71 $ 69,950.17
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 63,813.86 77,342.82 13,528.96
Poll Taxes 1,641.41 22.98 1,618.43*
Personal Property Taxes 13,117.91 13,096.55 21.36*
FaiTTL Animal Excise Taxes 30.00 54.41 24.41
Water Liens Account 1,256.72 601.38 655.34*
$600,798.44 $682,006.85 $ 81,208.41
* Decrease
As indicated in the above comparison, total Tax Commitments
amounted to $705,150.74. This is an increase of $78,294.42 over last
year. By comparison, uncollected taxes at the end of this year show
a decrease of $13,646.96.
New phases of Tax collecting have been experienced during this
year. Collections resulting from Special Assessments under Chapter
59, Section 5-A and other collections under Chapter 60, Section 35
resulted in a total of $1,786.15 in increased Tax revenue. During
1963 and 1964, a total of $1,858.10 was collected on Water Lien
Accounts, As a result of these collections and a previous agreement
with the Town of Danvei^s, a percentage of this money will revert
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to the Town. Collection of interest on Taxes as required by law
has resulted in a total of $1,867.64 from this source.
Real Estate Taxes were 93.5% collected at the end of this year
as compared to 92.5% in 1963.
Total Taxes were 93% collected as of December 31st. This
represents an increase of 3% over last year.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD E. TYLER,
Collector of Taxes
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LIST OF JURORS
Mr. Charles H. Metcalf
Assistant Clerk of Courts
Salem, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
Following is a list of the Jurors prepared by the Selectmen of
the Town of Middleton, in accordance with Chapter 234, Section 4,
General Laws:
Barrett, John R.
Collins, Milton E.
Conceison, Jos. E.
Dansereau, Ray, J.
Fairbanks, David H.
Fontaine, Arthur P.
Giannino, Anthony P.
Hackett, (Gordon W.
Hayden, Philip C.
Ingalls, George A.
Jalbert, George A.
Kelley, David W.
Luzinski, Edw. J.
Miller, George W.
Peterson, Carl A.
10 Lake St.
20 Webb St.
102 East St.
13 Lakeview Ave.
7 Phaneuf St.
7 School St.
52 Maple St.
182 Forest St.
Essex St.
Cherry Ave.
14 Wennerberg Rd.
Webb St.
Boston St.
60 Liberty St.
Foreist St.
Very truly yours,
Crane Operator
Grinder
Spec. Eng.
Maintenance
Cost Estimator
Dev. Testing
Eng. Tech.
Elec. Eng.
Mach. Chaser
Tool and Die Maker
Retired
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
GEORGE M. FARLEY, Chairman
ROBERT G. GOWEN, Clerk
FRANK T. LeCOLST
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BOARD OF APPEALS
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
Gentlemen
;
The Board of Appeals respectfully submit their report for the
year ending December 31, 1964.
Regnlar meeting held at Memorial Hall, South Main Street,
on the second Thursday of every month at 8:00 P.M.
All applications for Public Hearings MillST be in the hands of
the Board of Appeals Clerk and MUST include the names and
addresses of all abuttors concerned, if any, at least 20 days before
regular meeting nights in order to properly process said applications
and have said applications published, as the law requires, at least
14 days before the hearing is held.
All applications for Public Hearings MUST be filed at the
Town Clerk's Office.
Jan. 9 MacLeod-Colonial Flower Shop
Feb. 13 Robinson, House on lot with no front-
age.
March 12 Marino, Building on undersized lot.
March 7 Special Meeting
March 23 Robinson, Changed Ross (Land Own-
er)
April 9 Marino
Ross, Conveyance by John and Amy
Ross to be completed (deed restric-
tions)
Innis, 6 houses and gravel removal
on 114
Gould, Houise too close to lot line
May 7 Gould
Ross
Meehan, Tree Nursery on 114,
Withdrawn
Postponed
Postponed
Postponed
Withdrawn
Granted
Postponed
Postponed
Postponed
Did not Appear
Postponed
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May 28 Gould Postponed
Meehan, Special permit, No merchan-
dise to be retailed on the premises Granted
Innis Granted
June 11 Nelson-permit for tent on 114 Withdrawn
Gould Withdrawn
June 25 Richardson, 114 area to be zoned for
Business Postponed
July 9 Ferris, Commercial building on 114 Postponed
Richardson Postponed
Lee, Public building- on Maple Street Incomplete
July 16 Keating Dog Kennel Granted
Ferris, Held for Town Counsel Granted
Richardson, Held for Professor Eliot's
study and report
Sept. 9 Ferris, Build $50,000 structure in B
Zone Granted
Sept. 23 Meehan Completed
Ferris Completed
Innis Completed
Sept. 29 Ouellette, 2 Car Garage Granted
Oct. None
Nov. 12 Kenvin, Addition to House Postponed
Dec. 10 Gaffney, Plumbing business off 114 Granted
Magee, Division of House Lots Granted
Kenvin Postponed
Dec. 13 Special meeting - Ross Variance held
in abeyance.
Respectfully submitted,
Walter Clinton, Chairman
Thomas Black, Jr., Clerk
Nathan Hayward, Jr.
Thomas Dolan
Donald Aylward
Lionel Barrows, Alternate
Ebbe Wennerberg, Alternate
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
and
CENTRAL ESSEX WELFARE DISTRICT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
Report for the year ending December 31, 1964
AID TO FAMILIES WITH
DEPENDENT CHILDREN
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE
MEDICAL AID TO THE AGED
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
GENERAL RELIEF
26 cases
16 cases
35 cases
31 cases
8 cases
60 children
The year of 1964 showed the trend of population mobility today,
and many of the cases aided were transfers to the community from
other cities and towns. Aid to Families with Dependant Children,
Disability Assistance, Mledical Aid to the Ag^d, and Old Age Assist-
ance are federally aided programs, with the state and local goviem-
ments paying a share. General Relief was revised in December,
1963, and the anachronistic siettlement law removed. Now the state
reimburses 20% of the aid rendered in this category of assistance.
All cases are investigated by the Central Essex Welfare District,
approved by the Board, and administered by the District.
The District Office moved from Memorial Hall to larger
quarters on Central Street October, 1964. Everyone its invited to
visit the new offices to see the facilities available, and ask
questions in regard to the various categories of assistance.
We wish to thank the Board of Selectmen, the various depart-
ments of the Town, and the Community Nurse for their cooperation
during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
LESLIE E. MERRIFIELD, Chr.
ROGER M. PEABODY
LEYLAND A. PHILLIPS, Clerk
PHYLLIS R. BROWN. Director
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
I hereby submit my Annual Report of the Fire Department
for the year ending December 31, 1964.
The Fire Department personnel consists of a permanent Chief,
and a call force consisting- of a Deputy-Chief, Captain, four
lieutenants, and twenty-one privates, for a total of twenty-eight
men.
The Department answered 219 calls in 1964. They were as
follows
:
Buildings 18
Automobiles 12
Brush, woods, rubbish, grass 62
Dumps 18
Oil Burners 2
Electrical 1
Chimneys 1
Ovens 1
Washing Machines and dryers 3
Miscellaneous (Accidents, Etc.) 11
Out of Town (Mutual Aid) 14
Service Calls 21
Rescue Calls 16
Investigations (Smoke, gas, etc.) 22
Needless Alarms 6
False Alarms 11
Total 219
Box Alarms 86
Still Alarms 133
Total 219
Inspections and permits granted for the following:
Permits to Burn 557
Oil Burners 15
L.P. Gas 34
Explosives 3
Fireworks 0
Total 609
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The equipment of the Department is generally in good repair,
with the exception of Engine 3. This truck should be replaced this
year. The engine and transmission are in poor condition, and the
tank, which forms the body of the vehicle is rusting out. It is
grossly overloaded, being a 2V^ ton chassis carrying a load of
SV2 tons, making it dangerous to drive on the road.
The Fire Alarm system is in good repair. A new master box 13
was installed at Howe-Manning School tying in the partially com-
pleted automatic system in the school directly to the Fire Depart-
ment. Also a new master box 3321 located at the new Fuller-
Meadows School was tied into the municipal fire alarm system.
The Drill School, held Monday evenings, from May through
December, is in its tenth year.
I still feel strongly that we need qualified men on duty during
the day, from Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. through 6:00 P.M.
In accordance with this I have added the pay for one man to my
labor account in my general estimated budget for 1965.
I again urge the Citizens of the Town to use a fire alarm box
for emergencies, if one is nearby, or to DIAL 774-2211. DO NOT
DIAL OPERATOR.
I wish to thank the Board of Selectmen, Department Heads,
and the Citizens of the Town for their cooperation during the past
year.
To the Officers, and men, many thanks for your continued
efforts and cooperation, to keep our Department the efficient unit
it is today.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD F. PURDY, Chief
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To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
Gentlemen
:
I hereby submit my report of the Middleton Police Department
for the year ending December 31, 1964.
DEPARTMENT ROSTER
James W. Wentworth, Chief of Police
Lloyd H. Getchell, Sergeant Harold G. Moore, Sergeant
REGULAR OFFICER
Edward J. Richardson
REGULAR SPECIALS
Arthur G. Doane Robert T. Peachey
William C. Pennock Peter F. Mugford
Robert Hurd
OFFENSE FOR WHICH ARRESTS WERE MADE
Allowing an improper person to operate a motor vehicle 1
Assault 1
Assault and battery 2
Assault with a dangerous weapon 1
Attempted Suicide 1
Being abroad in the nightime 1
Breaking and entering in the nightime 11
Delinquency by reason of being a wayward child 1
Drunkeness 25
False alarm of fire 4
Impersonating a police officer 1
Improper display of registration plates 1
Insane person 6
Larceny of a gun 1
Larcency of a motor vehicle 1
Larceny of under $100.00 3
Leaving the scene of a property
damage motor vehicle accident 1
Lewd and lascivious by speech and behavior 2
Non-payment of fine 3
Non-support 2
Operating an uninsured motor vehicle 1
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Operating an unregistered motor vehicle 1
Operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of liquor .. 4
Operating a motor vehicle without a valid license 3
Passing violation 1
Possession of a dangerous weapon 2
Procuring alcoholic beverages for a minor child 1
Speeding 1
Threats 1
Trespassing 1
Runaway 3
Total 78
OFFENSES WHICH WERE REFERRED TO THE REGISTRY
OF MOTOR VEHICLES FOR ACTION
Abandoning a motor vehicle on a public way 1
Accidents (Motor vehicle) 61
Defective equipment 11
Discharging firecrackers from a motor vehicle 2
Discharging passengers from a school bus
without displaying warning lights 1
Drag racing 2
Driving after drinking 9
Driverless vehicle 2
Failing to have their license in possession 1
Failing to have their registration in their possession 4
Failing to keep to the right of the
center of the traveled part of the way 4
Illegal display of flashing red lights on a motor vehicle 1
Impersonating a police officer 1
Improper operation of a motor vehicle 3
Off road violations 6
Parking violations 7
Passing violations 10
Safety inspection sticker violations 5
Speeding 282
Stop sign violation 10
Struck deer 2
Throwing rubbish on roadside 1
Transporting an alcoholic beverage
in a motor vehicle without an adult 3
Unnecessary noise from a motor vehicle 1
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Unregistered trailer 1
Trespassing- with a motor vehicle 11
Wheel off car 1
Total 442
There were 146 residents who lost their drivers licenses as a
result of improper motor vehicle operations. Also, their were a
total of 148 motor vehicles stopped and checked for various reasons.
MISCELLANEOUS
Ambulance cases 103
Automobile accidents investigated 45
Complaints received and investigated 724
Cruiser cases 38
Dogs killed by automobiles 13
Dogs shot by Police Department 7
Escaped patients returned to Danvers State Hospital 2
Fire alarms that Police Department went to 178
Messages delivered 131
Missing and lost persons found 7
Summons and warrants served 179
Total 1426
Turned over to Town Treasurer for Fire-Arm Permits $48.00
Stolen property recovered and restitution $18,553.35
As in the past the Police Department has conducted many in-
vestigations not listed above which have been settled satisfactorily
to all concerned without making arrests or going to court.
In closing, the men are to be commended for their prompt
response and their efficiency of operation. A sincere thanks is
extended to the State Police, Officials of the Town of Middleton
and the Board of Selectmen and also to the Townspeople. To all
those who have assisted this department in any way we are grateful.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES W. WENTWORTH,
Chief of Police
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The following is a racapitulation of the money apprpriated
by the Town of Middleton and the estimated receipts deducted
therefrom in the deteraiination of the 1964 tax rate.
APPROPRIATIONS
Town Appropriations $1,063,042.82
Total appropriations voted to be
taken from available funds 52,273.11
Snow underestimate 2,412.60
State Parks and Reservations 2,265.90
State Audit of Municipal Accounts 50.47
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax Bills 329.70
County Tax 12,670.14
County Hospital Assessment 1,812.62
1963 Underestimate of State Parks and Reservations 209.19
1964 Overlay 27,530.41
Gross amount to be i*aised $1,162,596.96
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND AVAILABLE FUNDS
Income Tax $ 84,374.22
Corporation Taxes 23,450.60
Reimbursement on account of publicly owned land 2,883.53
Old Age Tax Meals Chap. 65 B S 10 1,679.34
Motor Vehicle and Trailer Excise 51,000.00
Licenses 6,000.00
Fines 75.00
General Government 1,800.00
Protection of Persons & Property 1,600.00
Health and Sanitation 150.00
Highways 800.00
Charlities (other than Federal Grants) 20,000.00
Old Age Assistance (other than Federal Grants) 4,000.00
School (Funds from Income Tax not to be included) 13,000.00
Public Service Enterprises 228,855.00
Cemeteries (other than tnast funds and sale of lots) 1,000.00
Interest 2,100.00
State Assistance for School Construction 20,825.13
Farm Animal Excise 51.87
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Lieu of Taxes (Middleton Electric Light)
Lieu of Taxes (Town of Danvers)
Total estimated receipts and available funds
Gross amount to be raised
Total estimated receipts and available funds
Net amount to be raised by taxation
Net amount to be raised by taxation
on personal property
Net amount to be raised by taxation on real estate
TOTAL VALUATION
Personal Property
Real Estate
1964 Tax Rate
11,500.00
1,337.92
$ 529,023.63
1,162,596.96
529,023.63
633,573.33
16,293.81
617,279.52
$ 208,895.00
7,913,840.00
78.00
Respectfully submitted,
PAUL B. WAKE, Chairman
WILBUR A. WITHAM
ERNEST F. LeBEAU
REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
Report of Public Health Nurse is contained in the school de-
partment report "Report of the School Nurse," as this is a dual
function.
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REPORT OF GAS INSPECTOR
To the Honodable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my annual report as Gas Ispector for the Town
of Middleton.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Board of
Selectmen, the gas companies and the residents of the Town of
Middleton for their cooperation.
Permits may be obtained by calling 774-3376 or at Memorial
Hall.
Ninety-one inspections and permits were granted.
Amount collected and turned over to the Town Treasurer $412.50
Respectfully submitted,
BART KURD,
Gas Inspector
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REPORT OF PLUMBING INSPECTOR
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my annual report as Plumbing Inspector for
the Town of Middleton.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Board of
Selectmen, the Plumbing companies and the residents of the Town
of Middleton for their cooperation.
Permits may be obtained by calling 774-3376 or at Memorial
Hall.
Forty-six inspections and permits granted.
Amount collected and turned over to the Town Treasurer $386.00
Respectfully submitted,
BURT HURD,
Plumbing Inspector
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BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton.
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my report for the year ending December 31,
1964. New home building this year was down by 25 units from last
year. The rest of construction held to about the 1963 level.
I would like, at this time, to express my appreciation for the
fine cooperation given me by all Town Departments and the citizens
of the Town of Middleton during the past year.
Permits Issued Estimated Value
31 Dwellings $313,500.00
20 Additions 31,525.00
5 Remodel 13,800.00
5 Garages 6,250.00
2 Stores 40,600.00
1 Shop 200.00
2 Swimming Pools 3,000.00
1 Replace Roof 1,000.00
3 Porches 500.00
1 Dormer 750.00
1 Restaurant and 2 Gift Shops 3,000.00
1 Storage Shed 500.00
2 Raze
15 Reshingle 4,625.00
TOTAL $419,250.00
90 Permits Issued
Amount collected in fees and turned over to
the Town Treasurer 776.00
Respectfully submitted,
ROGER M. PEABODY
Building Inspector
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REPORT OF PLANNING BOARD
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
The Planning Board respectfully submit their report for the
year ending December 31, 1964.
Regular meetings are held at Memorial Hall, South Main Street,
on the third Thursday of every month at 8:00 P.M.
At the first meeting the following officers were elected: John
Goodwin, Chairman; and Raymond J. Dansereau, Clerk.
In addition to the 12 regular monthly meetings, numerous
special meetings were held primarily with the developers of
"Brigadoon," in an effort to clarify and resolve the problems that
are inherent in any sub-division of this size. In addition to these
special meetings, the Board has made repeated inspections of the
area to ensure compliance of our Sub-Division Rules and Regulations.
At present, approximately 68 homes have been erected.
The Town Meeting, on March 10, 1964, accepted the recom-
mendation of the Planning Board for the preparation of a compre-
hensive General Plan or "Master Plan," voting to appropriate the
sum of $6500 as the Town's matcliing funds for a Federal Local
Planning Assistance Grant under Title VII of the Housing Act of
1954.
The Planning Board selected Charles W. Eliot, Planning Con-
sultant and Professoi- of City and Regional Planning at Har\^ard
to undei-take this project. On March 30th the application for the
Federal Grant was submitted to the Massachusetts Department of
Commerce, where it was processed in Boston and by the U. S.
Housing and Home Finance Agency to New York and Washington,
and approved on June 29, 1964.
Contracts, dated July 6, 1964, were negotiated between the
interested parties and provide that this Comprehensive General
Plan is to be pursued over an eighteen month period, with the
final printed report due on or before January 6, 1966.
Under a sub-contract with our Consultant, New England
Survey Services, Inc., who prepared the 100 scale air photographs
for the Town (and set up procedures for the Assessors) in 1959-60,
are now developing transparent overlay drawings for each of those
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33 photograph enlargements. These maps will show approximate
boundary lines of all lots, street lines and street names in ink, and
names of owners and references to deeds and assessors' records —
where aA^ailable — in pencil.
We wish to thank the Assessors and the many citizens who
have cooperated in this endeavor to provide the Town with this
important tool in the work of the Planning Board, the Assessors,
and other Tov/'n Boards. At the end of 1964 the work on this aspect
of the planning program was about three-quarters completed.
The Planning Board recommends that the Assessors be provided
with authority and funds to keep these Property Maps up-to-date,
with recording of transfers in ownership and c?ianges in property
lines on the transparent maps.
A new base map of the whole Town has been developed from
an enlargement and up-dating of the U. S. Geological Sui-vey maps,
plotting Existing Land Uses from data gathered in a "windshield
survey" along every travelable road in Town. Other "Existing
Condition" maps in process include records of wetlands, steep
slopes, soils, water services, etc.
During this first stage the Planning Board and the Planning
Consultant have met with the Selectmen, Road Surveyor, Police
Chief, Assessors and other Town Officials to review with them
problems and potentialities for the Tov/^n which should be considered
in the "Master Plan." The Planning Consultant has also conferred
with State Officials at the Department of Public Works and Depart-
ment of Commerce and Development on some of our problems.
Because the Planning Board is anxious to have this Master
Plan reflect the views and desires of our fellow townspeople, a
Planning Questionnaire was prepared and submitted to the towns-
people in an efi'ort to provide dates on land use and residences, on
commuting and shopping, and to stimulate comments and sug-
gestions on existing conditions and what improvements should be
considered in the Master Plan.
Many of the comments on the answers to the Questionnaire
showed deep concern on our increasing taxes and suggest broaden-
ing our tax base with new "Industrial activity" and "Shopping and
Business development." Also concern was expressed in the through
traffic on Routes 114 and 62 and the lack of adequate parking
facilities.
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A series of open meetings are to be held this spring, to
encourage and offer the townspeople an opportunity to participate
in this "Master Plan," to express their views, explore their sug-
gestions and to engage the interest and participation of everyone
concerned with the future of our Town.
We wish to extend our sincere thanks for the fine cooperation
given by all Town Departments and the Citizens of the Town of
Middleton during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
John Goodwin, Chairman
Raymond J. Dansereau, Clerk
Frank Conner
Heniy Sawyer
Eugene LeBlanc
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DOG OFFICER'S REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
Gentlemen
:
I hereby submit my report as Dog Officer for the year ending
December 31, 1964.
Complaints received and investigated 103
Delinquent dog license fees 218
Delinquent dog license fees to be collected as of this date 130
Dogs placed in pound 10
Dogs restrained 36
Dogs returned to rightful owners 18
Poultry and animals killed or injured by dogs 23
Report of dog bites 29
Selectmens hearings on dog complaints 1
Stray dogs disposed of 3
Miscellaneous cases 39
In making this report I would like to point out that 176 miles
were traveled in the investigation of various dog complaints. Those
persons who have not paid their 1964 dog license fees will be
notified to do so in lieu of suffering the penalty of Chapter 140,
Section 138 of the Dog Laws.
I wish to notify all dog owners that their dog licenses are due
on April 1, 1965 and payable to the Tov/n Clerk. Chapter 140,
Section 138, being the (owner) or (keeper) of a dog 3 months old
after March 31st and you did not cause it to be licensed. (Penalty
$15.00 each).
In clo.sing I would like to extend my appreciation to the Board
of Selectmen, the Police Department, the Town Clerk, and all dog
owners for their spirit and co-operation shown during the year 1964.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD G. MOORE,
Dog Officer
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INSPECTOR OF WIRES REPORT
Board of Selectmen
Middleton, Massachusetts
Gentlemen
:
I hereby submit my report as Wire Inspector for the year
ending December 31, 1964.
There were 147 permits issued amounting to $147.00 in fees.
There were thirty-four new homes, seven temporary sei-vices,
twenty-five changes for increase of power, and one 3 wire for the
new school.
All wiring has been inspected up to date except for seven
jobs which are in the process of constmction. A total of over 170
calls have been made since January 1, 1964 covering 1,100 miles.
There were many calls made at the request of those planning to
have electrical work installed and wanting information.
I would like to impress upon the Townspeople that it is very
important, when having additional wiring done, to have the main
distribution checked by a competent licensed electrician to make
sure that they are not overloaded. I have found many homes in
the Town that are overloaded which is very unsafe. It is for their
own safety that they have it checked and inspected.
I wish to thank the Board of Selectmen, the Electric Light
Department and the people of Middleton for their cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN MILBERY
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PARK DEPARTMENT REPORT
Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Dear Sirs:
I hereby submit my report for 1964. I wish to thank the
various departments for their cooperation during the year.
The year 1964 has been a busy one. A Recreation Committee
has been formed and appointed. Several meetings have been held.
A swimming program was started at the East Street pool, and a
good attendance for the first year was most encouraging.
For the future the Park Department and Recreation Committee
are planning and encouraging a winter sports program.
Respectfully submitted,
ERNEST R. GOULD
Park Superintendent
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REPORT OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMISSION
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Following is the Annual Report of the Middleton Industrial
Development Commission for the year 1964.
The aims of our Commission have been, and continue to be a
search for prospective industrial concerns interested in locating in
our type of community, and meeting with the representatives of
such concerns to acquaint them with what we have to offer in the
way of advantages.
During the past year various members of the Commission have
spent considerable time meeting with many business representatives.
It is hoped and felt that some promising results will evenutally
result from these meetings.
Nearly all of the firms we have contacted are interested in
locating in an area that is easily accessible to major cities, one that
offers good transportation facilities, good services, and on land
that has already been zoned for business, preferably along main
highways. Our main problem has been with respect to zoning, but
we are hopeful that the Master Plan, to be completed soon, will
solve the zoning problem.
The Commission has also considered the feasibility of creating
an Industrial Park, as so many other communities comparable to
Middleton, have done with much success. We have received sug-
gestions of this nature from several business representatives in
the course of our talks with them. We will continue to investigate
the possibilities of such a venture.
Equipped with a Master Plan and suitable and available land,
properly zoned, there is reason to hope that our efforts this year
will meet with, some measure of success in attracting desirable
industry.
We are pleased to note that nine new fiiTns have been added
to the Middleton business population this past year. We wish them
every success.
We v/ish to thank the Board of Selectmen and the citizens of
Middleton for their continued confidence and co-operation. We intend
to do our best individually and as a group to "sell" Middleton as
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the right town for new business. Helping Middleton grow into a
thriving, attractive community on a sound economic basis is a
challenge to all of us.
Respectfully submitted,
Stanley W. Klosowski, Chairman
Industrial Development Commission
Stanley W. Klosowski
Dr. George J. Haykal
Henry Roberge
George M. Farley
Helen P. Richardson, Sec'y.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
To the Citizens of Middleton:
The Board of Selectmen respectfully submit their annual repoit
for the year ending December 31, 1964,
Reg-ular meetings of this Board have been held every Tuesday
at 8 P.M., except during July and August when a suminer schedule
of eveiy other Tuesday was in effect. All meetings were held at the
Selectmen's office at Memorial Hall, South Main St.
This board also functions as the Board of Health, Licensing
Authority and Police Commissioners.
Two Town Meetings were held during 1964: The regular
meeting on March 10, 1964 and a Special Town Meeting on
November 24, 1964.
In addition to the usual reappointments which are made each
year, the following special appointments were made:
Robert Fuller, Liberty St., as Custodian of Town Hall, to fill
vacancy caused by resignation of James Ogden.
Donald J. Dane, Central St., as Custodian of Memorial Hall, to
fill vacancy caused by resignation of Alfred H. Kitchin.
Edward J. Richardson, Washington St., as full time policeman
to replace Harold G. Moore who resigned.
Peter F. Mugford, So. Main St., as Special Police Officer.
John W. Mendalka, Lakeview ave., as Sealer of Weights and
Measures, to fill vacancy caused by resignation of Joseph Beggs.
Lloyd H. Getchell, Maple St., as Inspector of Animals and In-
spector of Slaughtering, to fill vacancy caused by resignation of
Joseph Beggs.
Norman Nathan, East St., was appointed as designee represent-
ing the Town of Middleton at the meeting of the North Shore Area
Transportation Coordinating Committee.
Ernest LeBeau, So. Main St., as Veterans' Agent to replace
James Ogden who resigned.
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Richard O. Ajootian, River St., as Commissioner of the Muni-
cipal Light Dept., to fill vacancy caused by resignation of J.
Lansing English.
Bartholomew J. Whelan, Wennerberg Rd., as Town Accountant
to fill vacancy caused by the passing of Elmer O. Campbell.
Clarence M. Wood, Jr., So. Main St., as Town Counsel to fill
vacancy caused by resignation of Daniel J. Donovan.
John P. Spottiswooe, Phaneuf St.; Carl A. Peterson, Forest
St.; Sidney P. Kramer, Lakeview Ave.; and Charles S. Clinch, Jr.,
So. Main St. to the Housing Authority of Middleton.
The Board wishes to express its deep appreciation for the
assistance, cooperation and devotion to public service given so
generously by the department heads, elected and appointed boards
and to the citizens of the Town.
The Board wishes to extend an invitation to all citizens to join
us at any of our regular Tuesday night meetings and discuss any
problems or suggestions that they feel might be of benefit to our
Town.
Respectfully submitted,
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
George M. Farley, Chairman
Robert G. Gowen, Clerk
Frank T. LeColst
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
I hereby submit my report for the year of 1964.
Snow Removal
Snow Removal money was expended as follows:
Labor $ 7,170.80
Hired Equipment 3,187.00
Town Equipment 2,547.30
Sand 1,508.00
Salt 843.79
Snow Plow Blades and Parts 709.86
Mass. Dept. of Public Works 33.25
$ 16,000.00
Chapter 81
In 1964 the usual patching, drainage, and general maintenance
work was done, and the following streets were lesurfaoed:
Essex St. 80 miles
Liberty St 1.20 miles
Lowell St 10 miles
Peabody St 1.20 miles
River St 2.00 miles
School St .85 miles
Park St 45 miles
Chapter 90 Construction
During 1962 and 1963 Construction Work on Forest St. was
slowed down because of a large amount of ledge. But during 1964
the ledge was removed, and section of road was completed.
Chapter 90 Maintenance
A section of Boston St. was resurfaced with pea stone, and a
section of Forest St. was resurfaced and honed.
General Highway
General Highway work consisted of patching, drainage, cleaning
street, and all other work not covered by Chapter 81.
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Chapter 718
Chapter 718 money was expended on Bellevue Ave.
Storm Drains
Storm Drain money was expended on Boston St.
Respectfully submitted,
ALLAN G. MARSHALL,
Highway Surveyor
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REPORT OF WATER BOARD
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
Gentlemen
:
Herewith is submitted our annual report as your Water Board.
The Board of Water Commissioners has again had a very busy
year. In addition to our regular monthly meetings we have attended
many meetings Vv^ith the Water Survey Committee, of which we are
members. Progress of the Water Sui^ey Committee and its recom-
mendations will be reported at the Annual Town Meeting. A printed
brochure will be made available to Citizens of the Town containing
said report prior to the Annual Town Meeting.
The past year has again seen little maintenance work and no
addition to our present water system, as the Board desires to await
the action of the Town on the proposed Water System.
The water main to the Brigadoon Development was completed
in May of 1964, with satisfactory results. There has been no com-
plaint of water shortage in the South Main Street area since this
line has been in service. The overall cost of this main was shared
by the Town of Middleton, the Town of Danvers and the Brigadoon
Developers.
The Water Board wishes to thank the other members of the
Water Survey Committee: Mr. Frank LeColst, Mr. William Rooney,
Mr. Raymond Dansereau, Dr. George Haykal, and Mr. Benjamin
Richardson, for their time and interest in a project vitally important
to the Town of Middleton.
The Water Board wishes to take this opportunity to thank the
other Town Departments for their co-operation throughout the year,
also the Danvers Water Board and Mr. Russell.
Board of Water Commissioners
George W. Nash, Chairman
William J. Hocter
John M. Mendalka, Clerk
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MUNICIPAL LIGHT DEPARTMENT REPORT
Honorable Board of Selectmen and the
Citizens of the Town of Middleton
Gentlemen
:
The Board of Electric Light Commissioners respectfully submits
their report for the year ending December 31, 1964.
During the year regular meetings were held by this Board at
their office on South Main Street.
The department purchased 9,251,291 kwh of electricity at a
cost of $137,555.03. Our system's peak demand occurred on December
21 and was 1930 kw.
44 new three wire services have been installed, 20 services were
conveiied from 120 volt, 2 wire to 240 volt, 3 wire. 7 temporary
services were installed. 3,000 feet of new primary wire service has
been installed, including the continuation of construction in the
Brigadoon Development off South Main Street. We now have 39
sections of our distribution installed in this area.
We have returned to the town $12,000. for the reduction of
taxes.
Street light service and power for street lights purchased by
the town from the Municipal Electric Light Department resulted in
a savings of $5,763.00 under the cost of the same sei-vice, if pur-
chased from a privately owned power company.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank the Town Officials
and our consumers for their continued cooperation during the past
year.
Respectfully submitted,
Board of Electric Light Commissioners
JOHN MUZICHUK
FRANK E. DOW
RICHARD 0. AJOOTIAN
ANNUAL REPORT
of the
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Town of
Middleton
for the Year Ending December 31
1964
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School Committee
MR. DAVID HARDING, Chairman Term Expires 1966
MR. ROBERT FORNEY, Secretary Tei-m Expires 1967
MRS. PAGE CAMPBELL Term Expires 1966
DR. EDWARD JONES Term Expires 1965
MR. FRANCIS MASSE Term Expires 1967
SUPERINTENDENT-PRINCIPAL
GEORGE E. PORT, JR.
Office: Howe-Manning School Tel. SPring 4-3517
School Calendar
1965
Open January 4, 1965 Close February 19, 1965
VACATION — ONE WEEK
Open March 1, 1965 Close April 15, 1965
VACATION — 3 SCHOOL DAYS
Open April 21, 1965 Close June 18, 1965
SUMMER VACATION
Open September 8, 1965 Close December 23, 1965
SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
Good Friday October 12 November 11 and 25
(and such other days as the School Committee may designate)
The School Calendar may be subject to change.
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No School Signals
The following no school signals have been adopted:
a. 2-2-2 blast on the fire alarm
b. 2 blasts at the B. B. Chemical Company
c. Street lights on for three minutes
d. Radio Stations WNAC and WESX will carry
an announcement on their regular no school
broadcasts
The signal for Howe-Manning School will be at 7:15 A.M.
SCHOOL CENSUS
October 1, 1964
Age Girls Boys Total
5-7 91 83 174
7-16 341 382 723
4-5 37 52 89
3-4 49 25 74
2-3 42 30 72
1-2 36 40 76
Under one year 42 40 82
Age of School Admission
All children born on or before December 31, 1959 are eligible
to attend school in the coming fall term. No entrance tests for
children under age requirements will be given.
Employment Certificates
Certificates for the employment of minors between the ages of
14-18 may be obtained at the Superintendent-Principars office
during regular office hours.
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HOWE-MANNING SCHOOL
Corps of Teachers 1964-1965
Name
Eugene C. Winter, Jr..
Catherine Devane
Judith Ehiis, B.S.
Eileen Hammon, B.S.
Villa Lavorgna
Veronica Mcintosh, A.B.
Ellana Schwartz, B.A.
Faylene Webber
Eleanor Cassidy, B.S.
Donna Drew, B.S.
Grace Fall
Gail Ball, B.S.
Selma Klein, M. Ed.
Cynthia Lundgren,
B.A., B.S.
George Boyle, A.B.
J. Nellie Johnston,
B.S., M. Ed.
Brendan White, B.S.
Janet Foley, B.S.
Dorothy Ruark, B.A., B.S.
Eugene C. Winter, Jr.,
B.S.
Ruth M. Chasse, M. Ed.
Edward Bruzzo, B.S.
Lois Crane, B.A., M. Ed.
Rose Durgin, M. Ed.
Henrietta Giannino, M.A.
Dorothy Jackson, B.A.
Carlotta Miller, M. Ed.
B.S. Lowell S. Teachers Col. Prin.
Lesley College
Gordon College
Boston College
Farmington State
Teachers College
Mt. St. Mary College
Boston University
Farmington Normal
Salem S. Teachers Col.
Gordon College
Keene Teachers College
at N.H.
Gordon College
Salem S. Teachers Col.
Gordon College
Tufts University
Salem S. Teachers Col.
Boston University
Gordon College
Gordon College
Lowell S. Teachers Col.
Lesley College
Tufts University
Boston University
Boston University
New York University
Boston University
Boston University
Date of
Grade Appointment
Vice
Sept. 1958
Sept. 1937
Sept. 1964
Sept. 1962
Sept. 1960
Sept. 1964
Sept. 1964
Sept. 1964
Sept. 1955
Sept. 1964
Dec. 1961
Sept. 1964
Sept. 1963
Sept. 1962
Sept. 1963
Sept. 1949
Sept. 1963
Sept. 1961
Sept. 1962
G Sept. 1954
Ung. Sept. 1958
Art Sept. 1953
School Adjust.
Coun. Sept.1962
Reading
Sept. 1956
Phys. Ed.
Sept. 1960
Music Sept. 1962
Speech
Sept. 1963
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HOWE-MANNING SCHOOL
Staff Members 1964-1965
Name
William C. Wiswall,
M.D.
Leo P. Beninato,
D.D.S.
Phyllis S. Brown, R.N.
Barbara T. Clarke
Marjorie L. Comack
Barbara J. Ryer
Mary E. King, B.S.
Mary Silva
Lorayne Hocter
Helen Douoette
Perley D. Lovelace
T. Myron Reynolds
Ralph Russell
Bowdoin College
Boston Univ.
Georgetown
University-
Union Hospital
Fisher Business
College
Burdett College
Univ. of N.H.
Physician
Dentist
Nurse
Secretary
Clerk
Clerk
Cafeteria Mgr.
Cafeteria worker
Cafeteria worker
Cafeteria worker
Head Custodian
Custodian and
Attend. Officer
Night Custodian
Date of
Grade Appointment
Sept. 1960
Sept. 1959
June 1960
June 1961
Dec. 1959
Jan. 1965
Aug. 1958
Sept. 1955
Sept. 1957
Sept. 1959
June 1957
May 1960
Jan. 1965
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
The Middleton School Committee hereby submits its annual
report to the citizens and taxpayers of Middleton.
The main mark of 1964 in the Middleton School System is the
attainment of the goal which has been primxary for over eight years.
That g-oal is a top quality educational system; that is, one which
permits each child to attain his full potential. Our school system has
progressed from one with many shortcomings to one that provides
the best educationally to our children including the course content,
teaching staff, teaching methods, testing and reporting methods,
classroom facilities, and methods of maintaining order which is
conducive to good learning.
In the town's financial interest, we have delayed incorporation
of a few things which are desirable (e.g. a kindergarten), eliminat-
ed all extras which do not make a marked contribution to our
primary goal, and held an extremely tight administration of operat-
ing expenses (e.g. competitive bidding on all significant purchases,
a non-subsidized cafeteria, etc). We are most grateful to the tax-
payers of Middleton for affording the expenditures which have been
necessary to attain this goal.
In the next few^ years, our approach will change from expan-
sion of facilities and educational methods, with the attendant ex-
penses, to the consolidation of our gains through the efficient use
of these facilities and educational methods. This will provide a
strong stabilizing effect to the per pupil cost of elementary education.
It should be emphasized that we did not cut corners where it
really counted. This includes such areas as the hiring of experienc-
ed teachers, the avoidance of split sessions, the maintaining of a
practical number of pupils per teacher to permit implementation of
the selected teaching methods, initiation of special classes which
are necessary for a portion of our pupils, etc.
A good evidence of the quality of a school is its ability to
attract good teachers, who are the lifeblood of the educational sys-
tem. This past year seventy-five applications were screened, twelve
teachers interviewed, eight offers made, and six very capable
teachers hired. Two of the six are highly valued experienced teach-
ers. This can be contrasted to other school systems in similar
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Massachusetts towns which started the schol year with classroom
crowding due to their inability to attract teachers.
The primary advances which were initiated by your School
Committee this year are the establishment of a discipline policy to
afford classroom orderliness which is necessary for good education
and the definition of a plan to maintain our excellent level of
school administration as the workload increases.
The most significant advance for our school system this year
is, of course, our new school, without which our school system would
have been forced from personalized education to overcrowded lectur-
ing. We support the vote of thanks to the School Building Commit-
tee not only for an excellent school which is tailored to the meet the
large and many small educational needs, but also for a school which
has cost the tov/n a minimum amount.
In the interest of an effective transition of our students from
elementary to high school, the Superintendents of the concerned
schools have in the past compared course content, teaching methods
and testing methods. This year testing methods were standardized,
detailed course content was exchanged in v/ritten form, and teaching
methods exchanged by joint meetings of the elementary teachers of
the towns at seminars in better teaching methods for specific
courses. More of this interchange will happen in the future, not only
to assure an effective transition from elementary to high school but
also to exchange the best of our cooperative, but competitive,
elementary school systems.
This year our Superintendent-Principal recommended ispecific
methods of implementing courses in adult education. Feeling that
such a program would be more succes,sful and beneficial on a
broader base, we forwarded the plan to the Masconomet School
Board. This provided the spark to considerations which were already
underway and the first series of such courses has been completed
and the second begun.
Normal upkeep of our present facilities has been performed.
The more important items are the completion of fluorescent light-
ing and painting of all rooms in the original (1937) Howe-Manning
School and the initial installation of a fire alarm system in the
Howe-Manning School. In addition to the safety offered by this
fire alarm system is the savings in fire insurance which will, over
a period of time, pay for the system.
The School Committee minutes of January 3, 1964 read as
follows
:
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"It is with the deepest regrets that the Middleton School Com-
mittee accepts the resignation of their senior member, Mrs.
Rosamond Bastable, from the post which she has filled so ably and
with so much dedication for the past 18 years.
Her zeal and tireless effort in behalf of the Middleton School
children is very largely responsible for the present high standard
of education in the system. Her fine example has been, and will
continue to be, an inspiration for those who follow her in their
efforts to give Middleton children the education and guidance they
will need as adults in the coming years."
Mrs. Bastable's position was filled by Mr. Robert E. Forney.
We solicit the continued cooperation and interest of the parents.
We are confident to best serve the interest of each student a
prog-ram of mutual respect and cooperation between home and school
must be adhered to. A better insight into the scope of the school
committee's problems and work can be gained by attending School
Committee meetings. These are open to the public. The regular
meetings are held at the Howe-Manning School on the second and
fourth Thursday of each month. The committee extends a cordial
invitation to any citizen of the town to attend these meetings.
We extend our gratitude to Mr. Port, Mr. Winter, Miss Chasse,
our faculty, our supervisors, our secretarial staff, our cafeteria
workers, custodial staff and lunchtime supervisors for their con-
scientious efforts which have exceeded the normal call of duty
during this year of planning for and transitioning to our new school
while maintaining and advancing education in crowded conditions.
Respectfully submitted,
MIDDLETON SCHOOL COMMITEE
David V. Harding, Chairman
Robert E. Forney, Secretary
Page Campbell
Edward Jones
Francis Masse
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT-
PRINCIPAL
To the Middleton School Committee:
Herein is submitted my seventh annual report as Superintendent
of the Middleton School System and Principal of the Howe-Manning
School.
A year ago, after my report had been submitted, Mrs.
Rosamond Bastable resigned as a member of the School Committee,
have served the Town for 18 years in that capacity. The cause of
education, the public welfare, and the well-being of the children
can ill afford to lose such champions. I should like to begin this
year's report with this acknowledgement of Rosamond Bastable's
tremendous contribution during her years of sei-vice and by stating
that the contribution of such fine school committee members as
Mrs. Bastable and all of the other self-sacrificing people who have
served in that capacity has been an inspiration in discouraging
moments, not only to the undersigned, but, in fact, to the entire
staff.
CURRICULUM AND EDUCATIONAL PLANNING
It has become customary with me to report the educational
achievement of the children to the School Committee each June.
This report, as in previous years, was based upon the results of
standardized achievement tests administered to all pupils under
controlled conditions. Statistical data were tabulated, graphed, and
interpreted in order that pertinent implications could be derived
which might have an effect upon educational planning.
Briefly, my report indicated that all divisions or classes in the
school obtained achievement score average at or above the level
considered to be appropriate to intelligence capacity. These scores
paralleled those obtained in three prior school years, but were found
to be considerably higher than scores recorded for several years
before 1961. This indicates that the new programs and techniques
recently introduced remain consistently effective.
In the fall of 1964 we initiated the use of a new achievement
testing program in keeping with plans for a unified testing program
within the Masconomet area. This new test, the Science Research
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Associates Achievement Test, replaces the California Achievement
Battery. The S.R.A. test measures the same areas as the older test,
but also includes the areas of social studies and science. Another
advantage of the S.R.A. test is that local norms can be derived in
addition to national norms. Scores are reported in both grade
levels and percentiles. The testing program continues to be one of
our most important administrative functions.
The non-graded primary program is now in its second successful
year. This program now encompasses what was called first and
second grades. It differs from the traditional concept of grades by
allowing the children to progress at their own rate through levels
of work which cross-cut grade levels.
Mrs. Carolyn White was added to the staff in a supervisory
capacity to test children in the non-graded primaiy program. This
testing service was needed in order that the Remedial Reading
Supervisor would not be forced to relinquish time required by the
remedial reading program.
Heterogeneous groups of children were established for home-
room classes in fourth, fifth, and sixth grades to provide for
improved socialization. Homogeneous classes continue to be maintain-
ed according to .specific scholastic goals and children's scholastic
needs.
The subjects taught in the departmentalized program of grades
four, five, and six have been realigned and rescheduled in the
following combinations: (a) Science and Health, (b) English,
Spelling, and Penmanship, and (c) History and Geography. This
has resulted in a more easily administered program as well as a
more logical combination of subjects that a teacher should be
expected to present.
Additional time was required of music and physical education
supervisors due to the opening of the Fuller Meadow School. Their
time has been increased from two to three days a week in order to
adequately serve both schools. This increase in time does not,
liowever, represent more than a ,slight expansion of their respective
programs.
A new series of remedial reading textbooks was selected and
purchased because new materials were needed by the Remedial
Reading Supervisor. Because of their suitability to the program, the
Rowe-Peterson materials were chosen. The Ginn readers that had
been used previously were transferred to the regular classrooms for
us as supplementary readers, when necessary.
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With the introduction of a modem mathematics program
throughout the school, it became necessary to obtain new textbooks.
The modem math series published by Laidlaw Brothers was selected
and purchased. The new program seems to be running smoothly
and successfully.
The possibility of a summer school for pre-first grade children
was proposed. It was decided that the desirability of a kindergarten
or similar program should be presented at a Town meeting as a
separate article in the Town warrant sometime in the future.
An adult education program was recommended by the under-
signed and the recommendation and necessary background material
was forwarded to the Masconomet School Committee. Subsequent
correspondence indicates such a program may be adopted by the
Masconomet Regional School District in the immediate future.
Miss Ruth Chasse was elected to the position of teaching Vice-
Principal at the Fuller Meadow School and will assume her duties
January 4, 1965.
Everyone connected with the Middleton Public School System
looks forward to the opening of the Fuller Meadow School. With the
opening of this beautiful new facility, overcrowded conditions at the
Howe-Manning School will be relieved and the most modem educa-
tional facilities made available to our non-graded primaiy. As
presently planned Grades 3-6 will continue to be housed at the
Howe-Manning School.
INSERVICE ACTIVITIES
A series of workshops was set up on pupil evaluation pro-
cedures. Dr. James Baker of the Boston University staff served as
lecturer and consultant at the beginning of this pi*oject. One
tangible result of this work was the design and production of a
new report card system aimed at improving the reporting of chil-
dren's scholastic standing to parents.
A modern mathematics course for teachers was conducted
to adequately prepare the entire teaching staff for the change to
a modern mathematics curriculum. This course was held in weekly
sessions for a period of fifteen weeks and covered tenninology,
concepts, and teaching methods. Teachers and administrators from
Middleton, Boxford, and Topsfield participated in the study under
the direction of Dr. Carl Martini, Head of the Department of
Mathematics, at the State Teachers' College at Salem.
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An inservice training program for teachers has been started in
the area of child psychology. Dr. Richard LeBel, psychologist and
staff member on the faculty of the State Teachers' College in
Salem, presented three orientation lectures to the teachers and
administrators of Middleton, Boxford, and Topsfield. Following these
lectures, weekly seminar meetings have been held with the teachers
on a local basis to study the psychological aspects of teacher-
learning, teacher-child relationships and the child as a member of
a group.
Thr-ee new curriculum guides were produced by the teachers in
workshop meetings. These guides cover the study areas of modern
mathematics, phonics, and safety. It should be noted that both the
mathematics and phonics guides are the result of intense and special-
ized inservice training utilizing college and university personnel as
consultants and instructors. There can be no doubt that the children
benefit from this procedure, because the quality of staff production
is both enhanced and improved.
Gordon College and the Staff of Howe-Manning School have
collaborated in a program of student teacher education. This pro-
gram provides that certain teachers at the Howe-Manning School
serve as supervising teachers in the training of students from
Gordon College. A communication was recently received stating that
the six student teacheis who practice taught here had earned for
our teaching staff the privilege of taking six free graduate level
courses at Gordon College.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
It should be specifically noted that "no .school" announcements
are now being reported by radio station WNAC instead of WBZ.
Cards have been printed and distributed listing all "no school"
information covering the three towns of Middleton, Boxford, and
Topsfield and the Masconomet Regional School District.
The popularity of modern mathematics with many parents re-
sulted in an adult education coui-se in math open to all interested
citizens. Mrs. J. Nellie Johnston of the Howe-Manning School
staff developed and presented this eight-week course to meet the
special needs and interests of adults. As expected, this program has
been quite successful.
A new statement of policies regarding discipline has been
issued as a result of School Committee action so that children,
parents, and school staff might be properly informed as to re-
sponsibilities and procedures in matters of control. These policies,
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in keeping with our goals, seem to be effectively contributing to
desirable attitudes and good pupil citizenship.
PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION
The Parent-Teacher Association has made many contributions
to the school which should be especially noted.
United States Savings Stamps were sold to the children by a
committee headed by Mrs. Willis Esty. This most successful project
relieves teachers of a time-consuming task and provides a valuable
service to the children. The women who assisted Mrs. Esty in the
project were Mrs. Donald Aylward, Mrs. Richard Collins, Mrs. John
Ciyan, Mrs. Phillip Hayden, and Mrs. Robert Jordan.
The Howe-Manning School Library continued to function
through the efforts of a service committee of hard-working parents
under the general supervision of Miss Durgin. Those who contribut-
ed their time to this service were Mrs. Thomas Ryer, Mrs. Robei't
Bixby, Mrs. Charles Gordon, Mrs. Donald Hall, Mrs. Francis Masse,
and Mrs. Paul Odell.
The P.T.A. sponsored a Book Fair with the result that many
new books have been added to the children's bookshelves and also
to the school library.
The annual spring show and the educational presentation by
Carl DeSuze contribute much to our community life. The receipts
from these activities have benefited the school in a variety of ways.
AUXILIARY SERVICES
Music instruction on band instruments has been provided by Mr.
William Bowers on Saturday mornings and Wednesday afternoons
after school hours.
The Safety Patrol continues to provide an effective service
within the School and in Middleton Square. While immediate control
is managed by the police officer on duty, the group is supervised
by Mr. Brendan White.
Lunchtime supervisors continue to oversee the children during
the lunch time and noon recess.
CAPITAL OUTLAY AND REPAIRS
Fire detection equipment has been installed which will provide
for 100% coverage of the Howe-Manning School, When this three-
stage project is completed, this system will fulfill all requirements
of the Fire Insurance Underwriters. Connections have been made
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with the Middleton Fire Department Headquarters which provides
24-hour service in the event of fire.
Fluorescent lighting was installed in seven classrooms to replace
older fixtures which provided inadequate lighting. This installation
represented one step of a multi-step plan to replace out-dated
equipment. These new lights also helped to modernize and beautify
older classrooms in the school.
The walls and ceilings of seven classrooms were painted in
order to modernize several rooms in the oldest section of the build-
ing. Theise newly painted walls and bright fluorescent lighting do
much to improve both the appearance of the building and pupil
morale.
The fuel bid contract was awarded to J. A. Leone and Sons of
Lawrence. This company guarantees to provide immediate service
twenty-four hours per day, and our fuel costs should be less than
that under our previous contract.
The gymnasium floor i-equired repairs due to acute warping of
the planking near the front of the stage. It was necessary to
correct this condition immediately, due to the potential danger to
children during physical education activities,
CONCLUSION
Speaking nationally, unemployment rates have a close though
inverse relationship to the level of education. With each step up
the educational ladder, the rate of unemployment drops significant-
ly. For example, in March 1959, one out of every ten workers who
had not completed even an elementary school education was un-
employed, compared with only one out of fifty college graduates,
and intermediate unemployment figures for workers with inter-
mediate levels of education. Today two out of every three persons
on today's unemployment rolls do not have a high school diploma.
The undersigned believes that the following figures prove be-
yond a shadow of a doubt that the investment in education put
forth by the citizens of our community has been rewarded by solid
educational production.
Thirty-one children graduated from the eighth grade at the
Howe-Manning School in June, 1951. Four years later, thii-ty of
these children still resided in our community. Of those thirty,
thirteen graduated from high school in June, 1955. (43.3%) Of
these thirteen graduates four went on to some foiTn of higher
education.
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Fifty-seven children graduated from the seventh grade at the
Howe-Manning School in June, 1958. Five years later, forty-one of
these children still resided in our community. Of these forty-one,
thirty-nine graduated from high school in June, 1964 (95.1%). Of
these thirty-nine graduates, nineteen went on to some form of
higher education.
The above improvement in educational attainment has been
obvious in the total population through the Research Monographs
published by the Massachusetts Department of Commerce. In the
Monograph dated March, 1959, the median number of school years
completed was reported as 9.8. In thte Monograph dated December,
1962, the most recent issue, the median number of school years is
recorded as 10.8.
A factor which cannot show in such statistics is the honest
belief of our professional staff that the quality of education
improves with each academic year.
I wish to express my thanks to the entire staff, the School
Committee and the citizens of the Town of Middleton, all of whom
have given so much of themselves not only financially, but, indeed,
in good will to the greater benefit of all our children. May Almighty
God continue to inspire us as we try to enlighten the minds of His
children.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE E. PORT, JR.
Superintendent-Principal
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superintendent-Principal, Howe-Manning School:
During- the school year 1963-1964, the following health programs
were carried out at the Howe-Manning School:
The Massachusetts Vision Test, by means of a Titmus machine,
was given to 505 children. This machine enabled the nurse to test
in the Health Room, thus eliminating the problems of space, light,
and the childrens putting on and removing glasses. Twenty-three
failures were found. After retesting these were reported in writing
to the parents. Most have been or are presently under treatment.
Hearing tests were given to 501 children, with 45 failures.
These children were all referred to their own physicians and I am
pleased to say most of them have been seen by specialists. The
tests are given individually by means of an audiometer and failures
are rechecked before written notice is sent home.
Both the vision and hearing tests are screening programs set
up under state supervision.
The Mantoux Tests was given to children in Grades 1 and 6,
children coming into school, and children entering their teens. In
this test a drop of harmless tuberculin is put into the skin. The
Essex County Health Association and state health officials believe
this test is more accurate than patch testing done in the past. Only
one positive reactor was found and a follow-up visit v^as made to
the home. All contactors were checked at Essex Sanatorium and one
was hospitalized in Waltham for further study. No active T.B. was
found.
Physical examinations were given to children in Grades 1 and
4, starting in the Fall of 1963 and continuing through the Spring
of 1964. A total of 104 children were given physicals by Dr.
William Wiswall, the School Physician, with many mothers present.
Seventy-three children went to their own family physicians for
examinations. Forms were given to these children for their own
doctors to fill out at the time of examination and, when returned,
were attached to each student's health record.
Reports of defects were sent home in writing for the more
important findings, referring them to their only family physicians
for care or correction. Hemoglobin determination and urine
analysis are done on all children receiving complete physical exam-
inations at school.
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There were approximately 850 children who visited the Health
Room in the past year because of illness or accidents during the
day.
First aid boxes were placed in all classrooms, gymnasiums and
cafeteria with directions for use from Dr. Wiswall.
A pediculosis check is conducted twice annually on all heads.
Heights and weights are checked annually on all children and
those above and below are given dietary advise.
Eighty attend the Diphtheria-Tetanus Clinics held during the
year, eight receiving the original series of three shots and seventy-
two receiving boosters.
Numerous Sabin Oral Polio Clinics were held during the school
year. Eleven received Type I, 29 Type II, and 16 Type III.
Reports giving results of all programs were sent to the Massa-
chusetts Public Health Department.
Home visits were made to many children on the emergency
dental list.
Respectfully submitted,
PHYLLIS S. BROWN, R.N.
School Nurse
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DENTIST
To the Superintendent-Principal, Howe-Manning School:
During the school year 1963-1964, a total of 523 pupils were
examined. Of this total, 329 children were found to be in need of
treatment. These children were provided with Dental Examination
Request fomis which were to be submitted to the family dentist.
Only 82 forms were returned with the dentists signature designat-
ing that these children were under treatment.
There were eight (8) children who were treated by the local
dentist under the sponsorship of various town organizations and
the Dental fund. This treatment consisted of the following:
Dental examinations were conducted on all pre-school children
who had not seen their dentist for a period exceeding six months.
The first grade children were provided with tooth brushes and
were given a demonstration on proper use of them.
8 Prophylaxis 9 Porcelain fillings
9 Extractions 64 Surface Cavities
LEO P. BENINATO, D.D.S.
School Dentist
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REPORT OF REMEDIAL READING
SUPERVISOR
To the Superintendent-Principal, Howe-Manning School:
The Remedial Reading Program is primarily concerned with
developing the basic attitudes and skills involved in reading. These
attitudes and skills may be classified under four headings: the
accurate perception of words, a clear grasp of the meaning of the
selection, thoughtful reaction to the ideas received, and adequate
use or application of these new ideas and thoughts.
The Remedial Reading classes were formed of children who
were one or more yeai's below grade level as shown by the Gates
Reading Survey Test, by teacher recommendation, or by parental
request. I.Q. scores were not considered as a basis of choice.
Eight months after the first tests were administered, the
children were retested. The following table showis the average gain
achieved by each group with accompanying average I.Q. scores.
Grade Gain I.Q.
*3 8 months 95
*4 9 months 98
5 9 months 88
*5 10 months 90
6 9 months 80
*6 7 months 80
* First year members of the class.
The average gain for the entire remedial reading group was
nine months with an average I.Q, score of 90. If the average I.Q.
score was 100, the anticipated growth should be eight months.
Therefore, it can be seen that the performance of this remedial
group exceeded statistical expectations.
In September of the present school year, 1964-1965, we used the
results of two tests to determine which children should have extra
assistance in reading; — the Gates Survey Reading Test and the
Science Research Associates Achievement Series. We also included
children upon teacher recommendation and parental request. There
are twelve children from grade 3, thirteen from grade 4, six from
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grade 5 and nine from grade 6, making a total of forty pupils in
the present remedial reading program.
As we start this new school year we are not only concerned
with correcting poor reading habits but developing desirable reading
habits that will be pei-manent and enjoyable.
Respectfully submitted,
ROSE E. DURGIN,
Remedial Reading Supervisor
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REPORT OF MUSIC SUPERVISOR
To the Superintendent-Principal, Howe-Manning School:
The music program is designed to foster the growth of each
child in enjoyment and understanding of music, response to music,
and skills in making music and using notation.
The Music Supervisor visits each class once a week to
demonstrate music teaching methods, observe the teachers and
children in musical activities, offer suggestions and assistance, and
introduce new material. She helps uncertain singers to control and
use their singing voices. She helps all children to feel and under-
stand time values, rhythm patterns, key notes, major and minor
music, melodic intervals, and dynamics, and to discover the relation-
ship of music itself to the written notation.
Monthly guides prepared by the Music Supervisor outline
material to be taught. Suggestions and helps for teaching and
enrichment are included. Whenever possible music is chosen to
correlate with Social Studies or other subjects.
The classroom teacher carries on the music program the rest
of the week, reviewing and re-teaching material introduced by the
supervisor and introducing some new material.
Our music program is enhanced by our attractive and effective
books, the Follett series, "Together We Sing", and the companion
records for each grade. We have three new record albums this
year — two of American folk songs and one of patriotic songs.
Various instruments are used to good advantage in several classes.
The school chorus rehearses twice a week during the third
lunch recess. Over forty children were selected from grades five
and six only to sing in the chorus. They are now preparing their
annual Christmas program for the P.T.A.
Instruction in band instruments is offered again this year by
Mr. William Bowers. He presented an assembly program recently
to demonstrate instruments and interest children in taking lessons.
Mr. Eugene Winter conducts the band rehearsal once a week during
noon recess.
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Three programs were arranged by the Music Supervisor for
the sixth grade "Higher Horizons" series. They were a voice recital,
a flute recital, and a folk song program. The fifth grade attended
the folk song program because it was related to their Social Studies.
The Music Supervisor extends her deep appreciation to the
Superintendent-Principal, the Vice-Principal, the teachers, and other
staff members for their continued co-operatian and assistance this
year.
Respectfully submitted,
DOROTHY L. JACKSON
Music Supervisor
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REPORT OF ART SUPERVISOR
To the Superintendent-Principal, Howe-Manning School:
The Howe-Manning School's art program is planned for
fulfilling the aesthetic, emotional and kinesthetic needs of the
children. To fulfill these objectives a varied program is instituted
and utilizes a variety of media. These media include poster paints,
crayons, clayola, drinking straws, sawdust mache and pencils.
To fulfill the emotional needs of the program, creativity is
stressed at all grade levels. The kinesthetic objectives are fulfilled
by having the children do sculptural work with clayola, construction
paper, drinking straws, and .sawdust mache.
Design is taught primarily to the upper three grades. It is
taught in terais of abstract principles. These principles include
working large shapes against small shapes, working rectilinear
shapes against curvilinear shapes, working light colors against dark
color, working cool colors against warm colors, and working repeti-
tive shapes against non-repetitive shapes. These principles permit an
endless variety of combinations and are applicable to the other forms
of art work, including crayon pictures, sculpture, paper sculpture,
and pencil drawing. Instruction is also given in repeat pattern
textile type designing when potato printing iis done.
Color is taught at all grade levels in tenns of its warm and
cool harmonies, and the psychological effects of these harmonies.
The children are taught to understand that cool colors are sug-
gestive of sad and somber events, and that warm colors suggest
gay and happy times. This approach is penetrating; yet it imposes
a minimum of restriction upon individual choice.
In the lower grades, drawing is taught in a permissive manner.
Instruction is given in terms of "what", rather than *'how". This
method enables the children to retain and enlarge upon their own
unique symbolism. In the upper grades some instruction is given
in geometric type drawing. This helps the children to draw such
geometric objects as trucks, houses, and airplanes with a fair
degree of accuracy.
Drinking straws, consti-uction paper, and clayola sculpture are
taught at all grade levels. Emphasis is placed upon obtaining three
dimensional effects. These projects have the effect of promoting
manual dexterity.
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The upper grade children gain insights in poster techniques by
participating in poster contests. The winners receive medals and a
six month subscription to an animal magazine.
Assistance is given to classroom teachers in their room decora-
tions and bulletin boards.
A lecturer from the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, included in
the Higher Horizons Programs for the sixth grade, continued to be
both popular and rewarding.
Respectfully submitted,
EDAWRD BRUZZO
Art Supervisor
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REPORT OF CAFETERIA MANAGER
To the Superintendent-Principal, Howe-Manning School:
For this year, 62,098 Type A lunches were served during the
169 days the hot lunch program operated. The percentage partici-
pation was 78.6%. Under the special milk program, 16,786 cartons
of milk were sei-ved and the percentage participation was 21.2%.
A total of 3,081 meals were served to adults.
Every Type A lunch, as approved in Massachusetts, must be
planned to provide the required quantities of the following foods, as
specified in the National School Lunch Act of 1946. These nutrients
are: two ounces of protein-rich food, three-fourth cup serving
consisting of two or more vegetables or fruit or both, one slice of
enriched bread, two teaspoons of butter, and one-half pint of whole,
unflavored milk. Also included are adequate servings of Vitamin C
rich food daily and Vitamin A rich foods twice a week. Dessert is
sei-ved with all lunches and the older children are given larger
portions of most foods to help meet their energy requirements.
Contributing much needed staples are the commodities allotted
under the supei-vision of the United States Department of Agri-
culture. The value of the commodities received this year was
$4,473.85.
The Third National School Lunch Week was held from October
11-17. The theme was, "School Lunch Serves Youth".
Time has been devoted to foimulating plans for the Fuller
Meadow School. A list of small equipment was drawn up for bid.
Much thought has been given to work schedules and standardized
recipes needed in both schools.
By attending a workshop in Boston, and other meetings held
in schools in Essex County, members of the staff have shown their
continued interest in becoming more efficient workers.
Staff members in addition to Maiy Silva, Helen Doucette, and
Lorayne Hocter, are: Ma.ry Emro, who was appointed in December,
1963, and Margaret Osgood, who was appointed to begin work with
the opening of the Fuller Meadow School.
For the cooperation given the cafeteria staff, we take this
opportunity to thank everyone.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY E. KING
Cafeteria Manager
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REPORT OF SPEECH THERAPIST
To the Superintendent-Principal, Howe-Manning School
The speech therapist functions in the Howe-Manning School
in the following ways: (1) to identify and diagnose speech disorders
in the school population; (2) to apply therapeutic principles in
working with the children selected to receive speech help; and (3)
to act as a resource person for the school staff as well as for
parents in retaining the speech habits of the speech handicapped
child.
At the begining of the school year, all of the first grade
students v;^ere given a brief individual speech evaluation by the
speech therapist. About twelve per cent of the children were found
to have speech difficulties. However, not all of these children were
recommended for therapy, as the less .severe problems would be
expected to improve with maturation. The percentage of children
from grades one through six needing therapy is about four to five
per cent. Other upper grade students included in the therapists'
case load were found from testing children previously receiving
therapy, new children in the school from other towns, and by
testing teacher referrals.
The total number of children receiving speech help at any one
time fluctuates between twenty-five and thirty. The children are
grouped according to the type of speech problem and in the
articulation groups, by the sound which presents the difficulty. They
are seen either individually or in groups not exceeding five members.
Periods are 20-25 minutes long held twice a week. Two full days
are allotted to Middleton v>^ith the other three school days being
divided between Boxford and Topsfield.
The type of speech problem most often encountered is
functional articulation which includes substituting one sound for
another, distortions of sounds and omissions of certain sounds from
words. Other speech problems less commonly encountered include
those of voice (rate, pitch, and/or quality), fluency (stuttering
symptom), clef palate speech, foreign language background and
hearing pix)blems. There seems to be a majority of boys rather
than girls in the remedial speech groups.
Besides working directly with the children, the therapist makes
home visits and maintains close contact with the school nurse,
school adjustment counselor, and the remedial reading supervisor.
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Teachers also have been extremely helpful in discussing- other
aspects of the child's behavior with the therapist. Speech does not
exist in a vacuum. Only by enlisting the cooperative effort of all
the people involved, can a total picture of the child be obtained.
This cooperation has been excellent in the Howe-Manning School.
To bring about community awareness of speech problems, the
speech therapist spoke before the P.T.A. The School Committee
also invited this therapist to a meeting so that the members might
become better acquainted with her work. It is hoped that through
the continued support of the staff and of the Superintendent-Principal
the speech program will meet the needs of the speech handicapped
school child.
Respectfully submitted,
CARLOTTA MILLER
Speech and Hearing Therapist
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REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
To the Superintendent-Principal, Howe-Manning School:
The ])hysical education program at Howe-Manning School was
designed to increase the vigor of each individual pupil relative to
his capacity for physical activity. In the process of accomplishing
this objective, the child's emotional development received particular
attention. Attitudes toward classmates, team mates and competors
required constant guidance.
Classes started with calisthenics or a graduated distance walk
and run. Increased emphasis was placed on this segment of the
class meeting, in the hopes of raising the fitness level of the whole
school. Although classes met according to schedule only one day a
week, teachers and pupils of all grades were constantly encouraged
to practice between classes.
Standardized fitness tests provided by the Amateur Athletic
Union of the United States of America were used for the second
year. These are adapted for youngsters from six to eighteen years
of age.
Fitness certificates issued by this national organization were
presented to 68% of the attending pupils which was 4% above the
1963 national average. It also represented an improvement of 16.4%
from the previous year at Howe-Manning School.
Individual score cards were devised and issued indicating how
well each pupil perfoi-med the various tests at his age level.
During the cold weather months from December to April, the
gym was more frequently used both during recess and after school.
Various groups were invited to participate in or to view planned
activities such as demonstration basketball games or teacher-pupil
volleyball.
After school gi-oups met to play basketball and soccer during
the winter months. Boys* groups were under the direction of Mr.
White or Mr. Boyle while girls' groups met with the supervisor.
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Most events and group activities were direct outgrowths of
physical education class planning and instruction. Classroom teachers
oversee and assist with every class meeting. Several direct their
own groups within a class. As a result our teachers were in a
favorable position to guide pupils in activities beyond the reg^ularly
scheduled physical education period.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRIETTA GIANNINO
Supervisor of Physical Education
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POPULATION IN THOUSANDS
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ENROLLMENT STATISTICS
AG?-GRAJ)E DISTRIBUTION - October 1, 1964
AGE 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 TOTAL
GRADE
I 11 63 3 77
II 19 65 13 97
III 18 57 15 1 91
IV 12 64 9 1 86
V 10 61 5 3 I 80
VI 11 - 53 9 73
Ung. 1 3 3 2 2 1 12
TCrfALS 11 83 86 85 92 84 61 13 I 516
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TEACHER-GRADE DISTRIBITTION
October 1, 1964
Teacher Grade Grade
1 2
Grade
3
Grade
4
Grade
5
Grade
6
Ungraded Total!
Mi-Ss Devane 24 25
26 26
26 26
26 26
riiTo* nci-iii-uoii 24 24
Mrs* Schwartz 26 26
Mr s . Webber 21 21
Mrs. Cassidy 28 28
Miss Dr e
w
31 31
Mrs. Fall i2 32
Mrs, Ball 29 29
Miss Klein 29 29
Miss Lundgren 28 28
Mr. Boyle 25 25
Mrs. Johnston 28 28
Mr. White 27 27
Miss Foley 24 24
Miss Ruark 25 25
Mr. Winter 24 24
Miss Chasse 12
12
TOTALS 77 97 91 86 80 73 12 516
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Town of Middleton
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Attached, herewith, are the recommendations of the Finance
Committee to the Annual Town Meeting of March 9, 1965.
In developing these recommendations we have met with
practically all town officials, department heads and committees to
discuss in detail their proposed requirements for this year. As these
talks progressed, it became obvious that we are faced with another
large tax rate increase due primarily to .schools. In order to hold
the increase to as low a level as possible, the budgets of other
town departments have been examined in detail and requests for
increases have been modified in many cases.
The major item of increased expense this year is the budget
of the Masconomet Regional School District. This figure is up by
more than $78,000. In meeting with the Regional School Committee
and examining their budget in some detail, we can only conclude
that they are providing an outstanding program for a secondary
school without sufficient regard for the ability or willingness of
the town to pay for such a program. We are concerned by the
downward trend of the pupil to teacher ratio which reflects a grow-
ing tendency to reduce teacher workloads. Coupled with the in-
creasing pupil enrollment, this trend produces a rapidly rising
cost of instruction. In addition, the recent action of the State
Legislature which increased the minimum or starting salary has
resulted in an across-the-board increase for all teachers, in addition
to the normal increments. The resultant costs have reached such a
magnitude that we urge the Regional School Committee to
critically re-examine their objectives and demonstrate their com-
munity concern by assuring that all programs and expenditures are
consistent with sound secondary school practices, as well as fiscal
responsibility. We urge all townspeople to make their opinions
known to the School Committee members and to attend committee
meetings to determine that the program being developed is the one
they want to pay for.
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In dealing with the other functions of town government, the
Finance Committee believes that full time town officials and
employees must be compensated on an equitable basis and paid
salaries and wages in line with other positions of the same re-
sponsibility in the area. For this reason modest increases have
been suggested for some jobs.
However, all part-time officials have been asked to forego wage
increases due to the already high tax increase.
In order to determine that the total town program is in line
with other communities we have studied the per capita cost of
town functions and compared them with other towns in the
2500-6000 population categories in Essex County as reported by the
Bureau of Government Research of the University of Massachusetts.
We find that in the areas of General Govemment, Public Safety,
Health and Sanitation, Highway, Libraries and Recreation, Middle-
ton is slightly below the area average. Welfare and Veterans*
Services, however, are well above the average. Schools have
heretofore had a per capita cost approximately the same as the
average for other towns of our size.
However, when the tax rate is adjusted to full value and
compared with the rate of these other communities it is obvious
that, of all the towns and cities in Essex County, only two have
tax rates greater than Middleton.
We are then faced with a serious problem. In spite of a very
modest town program with virtually all departments cooperating to
keep expenses low, we are placing almost unbearable tax burdens
on real estate owners. The cause is obvious. Since the average
valuation per capita is low the impact of expenditures is very
high. In order to arrest this trend the only solution is to attract
large properties which would raise the assessed valuation without
a proportional increase in population. Until such time that indus-
trial and large commercial enterprises locate in the town, the
Finance Committee recommends that the town continue to be
modest in needs and embark on no new municipal sei-vice programs
whose effect would be to further contribute to the tax problem.
In order to coordinate town activities, we visualize a need for
a stronger form of centralized control. The options of Town
Managership, an Executive Secretary, or even a coordinated Public
Works Department appear to offer certain fiscal advantages. It is
with regret that we note that the Town Government Survey Com-
mittee appointed several years ago terminated its activities without
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making a report of recommendations. We urge the Board of
Selectmen to take the lead in studying the need for such a
reorganization. Certainly the current practices of many autonomous
departments can lead to poor financial practices and inefficient
operations.
To summarize, the Finance Committee's recommendations have
been made this year with the utmost care. We have not recommend-
ed any new programs and only the most conservative increases in
operating budgets. In spite of this, and due directly to school costs,
we anticipate a tax increase of over ten dollars. We are concerned
for the future when ever greater obligations will further increase
the tax levy to the point where the real estate tax bill will reach
a point that property values can actually diminish. The resultant
fiscal structure could become chaotic. We urge all citizens to attend
the Town Meeting of March 9, 1965 and critically examine all
items of expenditure and vote only for those program's which they
feel are absolutely necessary.
Respectfully submitted,
FINANCE COMMITTEE
J. Russell Wallen, Chairman
Robert E. Kelley, Clerk
John T. Dowling
Richard J. Fitzpatrick
Richard M. Murphy
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FINANCE COMMITTEE TERMINOLOGY
The following- terms are frequently used in the Annual and
Special Town Meetings. These definitions are provided in order to
g-ive evei-yone a better understanding of their meaning:
SURPLUS REVENUE
This fund represents the amount by which the Cash, Accounts
Receivable and other floating assets exceed the liabilities and
reserves.
AVAILABLE FUNDS (Often referred to as Free Cash)
A fund certified annually by the State Bureau of Accounts by
deducting from Surplus Revenue all uncollected taxes for prior
years.
RESERVE FUND
This fund is established by the voters at an annual town
meeting only and may be composed of 1) an appropriation not
exceeding 5% of the tax levy of the preceding year; 2) money
transferred from Overlay Reserve; or 3) both. Transfers from
the Reserve Fund are within the exclusive control of the
Finance Committee and are for "extraordinary or unforeseen
expenditures."
OVERLAY
The Overlay is the amount raised by the Assessors in excess
of appropriations and other charges for the purpose of creating
a fund to cover abatements granted and avoiding fractions.
OVERLAY RESERVE
This is the accumulated amount of the Overlay for various
years not used or required to be held in the specific Overlay
account for a given year, and may be used by the vote of the
town for extraordinary or unforeseen purposes or voted into
the Reserve Fund.
STABILIZATION FUND
A special account created to provide a reserve for any capital
expenditures. The State will match sums taken from this Fund,
under certain conditions in amounts up to a maximum of
$100,000. The result of this would be to decrease substantially
the bonding cost for any future school construction. The stabili-
zation fund may be used only by a two-thirds vote of the town
meeting.
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RESERVE FUND TRANSFERS
During 1964, the Finance Committee made transfers from the
Reserve Fund for "extraordinary and unforeseen purposes".
Appropriated from Overlay Reserve
March 1964 Town Meeting $ 3,000.00
Transfers —
Elections and Registration Expense $ 40.00
Memorial Hall Expense 17.90
Fire Department Expense 341.39
Board of Appeals Expense 10.76
Forestry Expense 11.44
Board of Health Expense 105.14
Library Salaries 53.94
Veterans' Agent Expense 149.42
Memorial Day Expense 10.94
Interest 24.00
Insurance 78.99
Police Salaries 10.50
Opening Graves 137.10
$ 991.52
Returned to Overlay Reserve $ 2,008.48
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ANNUAL TOWN WARRANT
March 9, 1965
ARTICLE 1. To hear and act on Committee Reports.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow from
time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year
beginning January 1, 1965, and to issue a note or notes therefor
payable within one year, and to renew such note or notes as may
be given for a period of less than one year, in accordance with
Chapter 44, Section 17 of the General Laws.
Recommended
ARTICLE 3. To fix the compensations of elected officers, provide
for a Reserve Fund, and to determine what sums of money the
Town will raise and appropriate, including appropriations from
available funds to defray charges and expenses of the Town,
including debt and interest, for the ensuing year.
Committee recommendation set forth in Schedule "A"
ARTICLE 4. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the
Town will vote to transfer the sum of $10,000. from the Surplus
Revenue Account to the Stabilization Fund.
Recommended
ARTICLE 5. On petition of the Electric Light Department to see
if the Town will vote to accept the sum of $12,000. from the
earnings of the Electric Light Department, ,said sum to be used
for the reduction of taxes.
Recommended
ARTICLE 6. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the
Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $300. to repair storm
damage at Memorial Hall, said sum to be taken from Surplus
Revenue.
Recommended
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ARTICLE 7. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the
Town will vote to amend the By-Laws of the Town of Middleton
by striking out the word "five" in the first .sentence of Part One,
Section III, Paragraph (1) and inserting the word "seven" so that
the sentence will read: "The Finance Committee shall be composed
of seven members appointed by the Moderator from among the
voters of the Town for terms of three years."
Recommended
ARTICLE 8. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the
Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint a
committee to study the feasibility of a Municipal Office Building,
said committee to be composed of one member each of the Board
of Selectmen, Electric Light Commission, Finance Committee, the
Police Station Study Committee appointed under Article 13 of the
Town Meeting of March 10, 1964, and one citizen-at-large ; said
committee to report their findings and recommendations to the
Town not later than the Annual Town Meeting of March, 1966.
The Finance Committee will recommend this article with an
amendment at the Town Meeting
ARTICLE 9. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the
Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $5,726.40 to reconstruct
1,000 feet of Lake Street, said sum to be reimbursed by the
State under Chapter 822, Acts of 1963.
Recommended
ARTICLE 10. On petition of the Fire Chief, to see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000. which,
together v/ith the trade-in value of the present Engine 3, will be
used to purchase and eciuip a new Class "A" pumper equipped
with a 1000 gallon booster tank; and to have a committee
appointed by the Moderator to consist of five Members, one from
the Board of Selectmen, one from the Finance Committee, the
Fire Chief, and two members of the Fire Department to purchase
and equip the above-described apparatus. It is recommended that
the above appropriation be raised by bonding 4,000. per year for
the above appropriation be raised by bonding $4,000. per year for
five years.
Recommended
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ARTICLE 11. On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the
Town will vote to appropriate Section IIB of Chapter 32B of the
General Laws. This article will extend contributory group
hospital, surgical and medical insurance to elderly persons
retired from the service of the Town and to their dependents
with fifty per cent of the premium cost, a portion of the
administrative expense and the payment of a surcharge or
subsidiary rate to be paid by the Town.
Recommended
ARTICLE 12. On petition of the Chief of Police to ,see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,200. to
pay the salary of one new police officer for the Police Depart-
ment; said man to start on or before the first week in April, 1965.
Not recommended
ARTICLE 13. On petition of the Chief of Police, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,750. which,
together with the exchange value of the present 1963 Dodge
Police Cruiser, is to be expended for the purchase of a new Police
Cruiser for the use of the Police Department, to be purchased by
the Board of Selectmen as provided in the By-Laws, agreeable to
the petition of the Chief of Police.
Recommended
ARTICLE 14. On petition of the Highway Surveyor to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,450. to
repair and paint 9,185 feet of Guard Rail in the Town.
Recommended
ARTICLE 15. On petition of Ebbe B. Wennerberg and others to
see if the Town will vote to appropriate $200. for two street
lights; one for the corner of Oak Avenue and Birch Avenue, and
one for the corner of Oak Avenue and Grove Avenue; said sum
to be taken from the earnings of the Electric Light Department.
Recommended
ARTICLE 16. On petition of the Masconomet Regional School
Committee to see if the Town will accept an amendment to the
Masconomet Regional School District agreement initiated by the
district committee on December 14, 1964, providing for three
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elected members of the committee from each town rather than
two elected and one appointed member as at present.
No recommendation required
ARTICLE 17. On petition of the Water Board and the Water
Survey Committee to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Million Two Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($1,200,000.) for the purpose of establishing a water
supply system, and that the Treasurer, with the approval of the
Selectmen, be authorized to borrow the sum of One Million Two
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,200,000.) and to issue bonds or
notes to the Town therefor, payable in not more than thirty years
in accordance with Chapter 44 of the General Laws, said sum to
be expended under the direction of the Board of Water Commis-
sioners, or take any other action relating thereto.
Recommendation will be made at the Town Meeting
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SCHEDULE "A" — 1965 BUDGET
GENERAL GOVERNMENT — 2.9% OF TOTAL
Average Recom-
Item Item Expended 1964 mended
1961-1963 Expended
Moderator
1. Salary $ 50.00 $ 50.00 $ 50.00
Finance Committee
2. Expenses 46.17 39.50 100.00
Selectmen
3. Salaries 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
4. Expenses 519.07 694.10 700.00
5. Clerk 450.00 525.00 525.00
Accountant
6. Salary 1,666.67 1,800.00 1,800.00
7. Expenses 155.10 151.85 200.00
Treasurer
8. Salary 1,666.67 1,800.00 1,800.00
9. Clerical 300.00
10. Expenses 1,058.20 759.09 715.00
11. Tax Titles 1,066.67 866.00 1,200.00
Collector
12. Salary 2,906.67 2,200.00 2,200.00
13. Clerk 840.00 1,000.00
14. Expenses 1,116.69 1,172.42 1,210.00
15. Equipment 295.00
Assessors
16. Salary 1,935.00 1 935 00 3,200.00
17. Clerk 1 290 00 1,290.00
18. Expenses 1,724.42 789.99 950.00
Town Counsel
19. Salary 1 066 67 1 900 00 1,200.00
20. Expenses 180.17 361.95 500.00
Clerk
21. Salary 700.00 800.00 800.00
22. Expenses 347.74 240.28 350.00
Elections and Registrations
23. Salaries 266.67 400.00 200.00
24. Expenses 1,221.77 1,767.44 1,000.00
Planning Board
25. Expenses 283.71 432.45 750.00
Town Hall
26. Salary 480.00 480.00 480.00
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Average Recom-
Item Ite-m Expended mended
No. 1961-1963 Expended 1965
27. Expenses 818.90 757.06 900.00
^Of) Of)
Memorial Hall
29. Salary 480.00 600.00 600.00
or*oU. Expenses 2,164.90 2,216.90 o OAO on
ox. Special 679.26 577.60 ouu.uu
1 otais 26,541.63 OQ ion f\c\
PUBLIC SAFETY — 4.9% OF TOTAL
Constable
32. Salary 35.00 35.00 35.00
Police
Chief's
33. Salary 5,806.67 6,240.00 6,500.00
Full Time
34. Man Salary 5,200.00 5,200.00
35. Wages 4,796.28 4,010.50 4,000.00
36. Expenses 3,322.47 4,355.09 3,900.00
Fire
Chief's
37. Salary 5,720.00 5,980.00
38. Salaries 2,987.55 2,628.75 2,800.00
39. Expenses 10,680.00 11,551.39 13,270.00
Building Inspector
40. Salary 500.00 600.00 600.00
41. Expenses 217.83 250.00 250.00
Board of Appeals
42. Expenses 482.77 510.76 500.00
Wire Inspector
43. Salary 300.00 300.00 300.00
44. Expenses 130.00 139.90 140.00
Civil Defense
45. Expenses 93.43 86.30 100.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures
46. Salary 175.00 172.08 175.00
47. Expenses 75.00 3.25 75.00
Gas Inspector
48. Salary 100.00 100.00
49. Expenses 29.51 75.00
Plumbing Inspector
50. Salary 100.00 100.00
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Average Recom-
Item Item Expended 1964 mended
No. 1961-1963 Expended 1965
51. Expenses 48.00 75.00
Forestry
52. Expenses 1,487.55 1,511.44 1,500.00
53. Moth 1,184.65 618.69 625.00
54. Dutch Elm 1,498.81 715.37 1,000.00
55. New Trees Z i Z.4U Zo9.9b 300.00
Dog Officer
56. Salary 166.67 200.00 200.00
57. Expenses 145.14 146.08 200.00
Totals 45,562.07 48,000.00
HEALTH AND SANITATION — 0.8% OF TOTAL
Board of Health
58. Salary 320.00 270.55 320.00
59. Expenses 2,024.27 3,482.14 3,250.00
Dental Clinic
60. Expenses 1,177.34 1,065.22 1,500.00
Community Health
61. Expenses 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
Inspector of Animals
62. Salary 20.00 200.00 200.00
CODO. Expenses 100.00 100.00
Inspector of Slaughtering
64. Salary 50.00 50.00 50.00
65. Mental Health 365.00 365.00
Totals 7,932.91 8,285.00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT — 7.9% OF TOTAL
66. Road Machinery Account
(From Road Machinery Fund) 4,563.80 4,996.10 5,500.00
67. Highway Surveyor Salary
(From Available Dept. Funds) 5,286.67 5,720.00 5,980.00
68. Highway Expenses 8,797.11 10,188.92 10,460.00
69. Chapter 81 5,875.00 5,875.00 5,875.00
70. Chapter 81 State* 9,075.00 9,075.00 9,075.00
71. Chapter 90 Construction 3,333.33 3,500.00 3,500.00
72. Chapter 90 County and State* 9,783.75 10,500.00 10,500.00
73. Chapter 90 Maintenance 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
74. Chapter 90 State* 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
75. Snow Removal 16,749.61 18,412.60 16,000.00
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Average Recom-
Item Item Expended 1964 mended
No. 1961-1963 Expended 1965
76. Storm Drains 1,081.06 1,000.00 2,000.00
77. Street Lighting 5,500.00 6,000.00 6,000.00
Totals 78,267.62 77,890.00
Amount to be taken from .surplus revenue, and when received
from State and County, reimbursement to be returned to Surplus
Revenue.
CHARITIES — 5.8% OF TOTAL
2,443.60
900.00
150.00
5,000.00
10,500.00
13,000.00
18,000.00
7,500.00
78. Welfare District
Administration 1,946.77 2,115.00
Public Welfare
79. Salaries 900.00 900.00
80. Expenses 69.07 145.45
81. General Relief 4,303.18 4,970.73
82. Old Age Assistance 10,619.07 8,162.37
83. Medical Aid for Aged 16,320.13 19,311.54
84. Aid Dependent Children 6,244.89 20,582.06
85. Disability Assistance 6,207.19 6,807.34
Totals 62,994.49
VETERANS' SERVICES — 1.3% OF TOTAL
Veterans' Agent
86. Salary 250.00 250.00
87. Expenses 199.42
88. Veterans' Aid 10,023.07 12,330.66
57,493.60
500.00
225.00
12,500.00
Totals 12,780.08 13,225.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — 63.9% OF TOTAL
Elementary School
89. Salaries 143,720.26 172,156.56 197,380.00
90. Expenses 41,457.90 53,867.10 54,005.00
91. Supt. out of State Travel 149.75 200.00
92. Masconomet Regional
School District 240,083.29 300,579.17 378,785.54
93. Vocational Education 191.93 160.80 600.00
Totals 526,913.38 630,970.54
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Average Recom-
Item Item Expended 1964 mended
No. 1961-1963 Expended 1965
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT — 0.8% OF TOTAL
94. Salaries 2,864.93 4,383.94 5,200.00
95. Expenses 2,713.45 1,919.89 2,761.50
96. Plus Dog- Tax Refund 771.71
Totals 7,075.54 7,961.50
RECREATION — 0.2% OF TOTAL
97. Park Expenses 1,397.52 1,399.95 1,850.00
98. East Street Pool 398.00 250.00
99. New Equipment 250.00 970 no
i otais 2,047.95 9 ^70 00i&,0 1 \J.\J\/
CEMETERIES — 0.8% OF TOTAL
100. Commissioners Salary 60.00 60.00 fiO 00
101. Supt. of Burial Salary 30.00 30.00 30.00
102. Expenses 6,407.50 6,660.96 6,155.00
103. Opening Graves 1,453.17 1,537.10 1 P^OO 00
Totals 8,288.06 7 '7A^ 00
UNCLASSIFIED -- 3.9% OF TOTAL
104. Retirement Assessment 7,112.15 11,904.65 15,751.92
105. Printing Town Reports 1675.23 1,804.60 2,000.00
106. Memorial Day 480.75 510.94 500.00
Insurance
107. General 6,197.82 8,145.05 9,535.00
108. MV Liability 2,564.14 2,395.84 9 450 00
109. Group 1,006.20 472.24 524.16
110. Inuustrial Development Commission 88.76 100.00
111. Blue Cross-Blue Shield 5,987.32 3,420.34 4,671.60
112. Christmas Lighting 32.24 25.63 50.00
113. Reserve Fund 1,847.44 991.52 3,000.00
Totals 29,759.57 38,582.68
MATURING DEBT & INTEREST — 6.8% OF TOTAL
114. School Addition Loan
195 10,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00
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Average Recom-
Item Item Expended1 1964 mended
XTNo. 1961-19631 Expended 1965
115. School Addition Loan
1956 10,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00
1
1
New School 27,000.00 27,000.00
11711 /. Interest 10,857.14 19,024.00 19,000.00
Totals 66,024.00 66,000.00
PUBLIC SERVICES ENTERPRISES
Water Department
118. Salaries 450.00 450.00 450.00
119. Expenses 147.74 45.80 225.00
120. Maintenance 1,472.83 1,115.37 2,000.00
121. Debt Repayment 1,725.00 1,800.00
Totals 3,336.17 4,475.00
Electric Department
122. Salaries 11,138.67 11,595.00 12,631.00
123. Wages 21,427.20 22,931.46 28,266.00
124. Energy 129,506.77 137,555.03 145,000.00
125. Expenses 19,973.15 18,071.53 20,000.00
126. Line Clearance 702.77 1,631.41 2,000.00
127. Depreciation 15,260.81 4,210.62 22,000.00
128. Emergency Fund 333.33 1,000.00
Totals 196,795.05 230,897.00
Grand Totals 1,074,318.52 1,222,615.32
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